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 Ankle sprains are among the most common injuries in sports.  The majority involve the 
lateral ligaments of the ankle following a rapid inversion of the weight bearing joint.  The ability 
of prophylactic stabilization to minimize the impact of these forces has been studied extensively.  
An innovative device designed to evoke a 20º inversion perturbation was used to demonstrate 
that application of ankle prophylaxis is effective in improving muscular response in healthy 
individuals.  Forty one volunteers (21 males, 20 females) underwent EMG analysis of the 
peroneus longus (PL) and tibialis anterior (TA), measuring reflex latency (RL) and time to peak 
amplitude (TPA) while performing a dynamic task.  Data were collected while subjects were 
fitted with two types of ankle braces (lace-up and semi-rigid) and standard closed basketweave 
ankle taping, each compared with a no support control.  In addition, a comparison of PL and TA 
was conducted to determine muscle differences on measures of RL and TPA.  Significantly 
shorter RL in the PL were observed in the lace-up and semi rigid brace conditions compared to 
the no brace (p=0.004, p<0.001) control.  Similarly, the semi-rigid brace was significantly 
shorter than the tape (p<0.001) condition.  In the TA, RL were significantly shorter for the lace-
up than the no brace (p<0.008) control.  TPA values were significantly shorter for the lace-up 
and semi rigid brace conditions in the TA compared to the no brace (p=0.007, p=0.001) control; 
and the semi-rigid brace TPA was significantly shorter than tape (p<0.001).  No significant 
differences were observed in either RL or TPA measurements (p>0.05) between the PL and TA.  
 iii
The dynamic task in this study better replicates the conditions which often precipitate ankle 
injury.  Results indicate the application of ankle support may be beneficial in heightening the 
sensitivity of dynamic restraints, thus minimizing the effects of a rapid inversion mechanism.  In 
particular, the lace-up and semi-rigid braces appeared to be the most effective in hastening 
muscular responses observed during a dynamic task.  The implications for these findings would 
be of particular interest to the clinician when recommending the type of prophylactic support to 
be employed during sport activity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1.  Research Problem 
 Injuries to the ankle joint remain a difficult challenge for the sports medicine clinician 
from the standpoint of diagnosis and appropriate treatment options.  The prevalence of lateral 
ankle sprains in recreational and competitive athletic settings has long been established[1-4].  
Pathology to the ankle constitutes 4.7-24.4% of all injuries occurring in individual sports[5], and 
roughly 85% of those involve the lateral ligamentous structures as a result of a combined 
plantarflexion/inversion mechanism[1, 6].  Of special concern to clinicians is the nearly 80% 
recurrence rate and the fact that upwards of 40% of these injuries can potentially progress to 
chronic instability[4, 7-11].    
 A substantial body of knowledge exists to explain the pathomechanics[7, 8] and 
diagnosis[9, 10] of lateral ankle sprains as well as the effects of various means of external 
support employed to prevent such injuries[11-17].  In the ankle, taping and bracing is commonly 
used prophylactically to prevent injury among healthy at risk athletes, and functionally to 
minimize the risk of re-injury among athletes with chronic instability.  In either case the function 
of the external support is expected to be a reduction in the maximal range of inversion motion, an  
increase in rotational stiffness, and an increase in maximal resistance to movement beyond the 
anatomical limits of subtalar inversion, all without interfering with the normal biomechanics of 
motion[18-20].   
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  The mechanism by which this effect is achieved is subject to speculation, but has been 
ascribed to one of two theories.  One possible explanation involves a mechanical effect provided 
by the external support as a function of its construction and application to the lower limb.  
However, due to the nature of the testing procedures, previous work is conflicting and has fallen 
short of definitively documenting this mechanical effectiveness largely because the joint 
moments have been less than that which would be expected to be observed in an actual injury 
situation[13, 21-30].  In addition, there is evidence to suggest the evertor muscles are capable of 
producing as much as 4x the resistance of a brace in a simulated injury scenario[31].  The second 
explanation suggests there may be a proprioceptive effect to wearing some form of external 
support device.   
 Previous literature has demonstrated the application of prophylactic support improves 
various measures of proprioception[32-34].  This is particularly true among subjects who present 
with suboptimal levels of proprioception or neuromuscular control[33].  In such cases, the 
application of some form of external support may normalize proprioceptive values[35].  The 
exact mechanism of these findings has yet to be fully elucidated, however the prevailing notion 
involves the ability of the external support  to stimulate various somatosensory receptors located 
in the skin and subcutaneous structures and how this stimulation contributes to a heightened 
dynamic restraint mechanism by way of enhanced reflex activity or through increased joint 
stiffness, or both[36-38].  These receptors, referred to as mechanoreceptors, include cutaneous, 
articular and muscle spindle afferents that are found in skin, muscles, joint capsule and ligaments 
surrounding a joint and provide important sensory feedback for the detection of changes in joint 
position and excessive loading thus contributing to the dynamic muscle reflex response 
necessary to protect the joint from forces that exceed the anatomical limits of the primary static 
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 restraints.  The delicate relationship between the static and dynamic components of the ankle 
provides the joint with neuromuscular control[39].  As such, compromise of these elements may 
have a profound effect on functional capabilities and activities of daily living.  It appears the 
contribution of these neurological feedback mechanisms is an important component for the 
maintenance of functional joint stability by mediating reflex muscle firing and intrinsic stiffness 
about the joint[40].  Evidence has shown that, in the presence of an ankle injury, reflex and 
reaction latencies of the peroneal muscles are negatively impacted[41, 42] and that application of 
external support has been credited with improving these variables[33].  The tactile contribution 
provided by external ankle supports has been postulated to contribute to the stimulation of 
mechanoreceptors leading to an increase in sensitivity to changes in force, pressure and 
displacement and heightened motoneuron excitability and pre-activation of the muscles crossing 
the joint[43, 44], thus enhancing neuromuscular control and attenuating the forces that lead to 
joint injury.  In light of this, it is often recommended that athletes be equipped with some form of 
external prophylactic support in an effort to minimize the damaging effects of an ankle inversion 
mechanism.  The question that remains is whether results similar to those observed in subjects 
with compromised neuromuscular control can be demonstrated in a healthy sample when 
subjected to the same types of joint forces experienced while performing functional activities, 
lending credence to the use of these devices to minimize the effects of such injury mechanisms.   
 Historically, the use of adhesive cloth taping has been well chronicled as an effective 
means of injury prevention[17, 45-48].  More contemporary advances have ushered in a host of 
alternative soft and semi-rigid orthoses designed to perform the same task as taping while also  
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 minimizing the time required for application by a clinician[19-21, 49, 50].  In addition, the use of 
these reusable, self-applied braces represents a significant increase in savings over the cost of 
purchasing adhesive tape, which can only be worn once. 
 From a functional perspective, there is significant debate as to which intervention 
provides the most effective means of support without impacting performance.  Often times, 
unfortunately, the choice of an appropriate system to best use is left to the discretion of the 
patient based on subjective comfort or anecdotal evidence.   
   Taping has been shown to be effective in limiting subtalar joint inversion[45, 51-53].  
However, its ability to maintain adequate stabilizing properties after as little as ten minutes of 
exercise has raised skepticism[22, 23, 54-56].  Commercial orthoses, on the other hand, can be 
repeatedly adjusted throughout an exercise, yet here too, their effectiveness in providing a 
stabilizing presence has garnered conflicting opinion.  
 The orthoses are typically evaluated on the basis of mechanical stabilizing capabilities 
and functional impact.  The literature is replete with data describing the relative effectiveness of 
various external ankle supports on measures of static and functional performance variables as 
they relate to stabilization of the lateral structures of the ankle.  Much of the previous work has 
focused on the ability of these appliances to attenuate talocrural and subtalar joint motion under 
static conditions[11, 17, 19, 21, 57-59].  Several others have demonstrated differences in 
orthoses based on performance of functional tests such as vertical jump, broad jump, figure-of-
eight course, and sprint speed[13, 14, 20, 32, 46, 59-61].  Fewer still have compared differences 
in reaction time of the muscles crossing the ankle among various support systems in response to 
an inversion moment in the closed kinetic chain position[9, 25, 29, 33].  A significant limitation 
of all of these studies, however, is the absence of a description of the impact these external 
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 orthoses have on measures of dynamic reaction occurring at the ankle in response to a sudden 
inversion perturbation during a functional movement.  Moreover, little evidence exists to explain 
the influence of a dynamic perturbation on the reactive characteristics of the peroneus longus and 
tibialis anterior.  The peroneus longus muscle was chosen because of its evertor function and its 
role in dynamically stabilizing the inverted ankle.  The tibialis anterior was chosen because of its 
function as an antagonist to the peroneus longus and its role in attenuating the plantarflexion 
forces observed during an ankle injury mechanism[25, 62, 63].   
 Based on the disparate outcomes of previous research, further investigation is warranted 
in an effort to determine the nature of the impact of various modes of ankle stabilizing devices in 
providing a level of prophylaxis under conditions that are fundamentally consistent with those 
experienced during ankle injury episodes.  The ability to compare EMG activity of the peroneus 
longus and tibialis anterior musculature using various measurement criteria during a functional 
movement may shed some greater light on the effectiveness of these external ankle supports.    
1.2.  Statement of the Purpose 
 The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of three selected modes of 
prophylactic ankle support on measures of peroneus longus and tibialis anterior reflex latency 
and time to peak amplitude when compared to a no support, control condition.  These measures 
were calculated in response to a constant inversion perturbation amplitude of 20º while 
performing a dynamic lateral movement using a healthy sample of physically active individuals.  
Of additional interest was the ability to establish if any differences existed between the three 
selected modes of prophylactic ankle support under these test conditions.  Finally, we sought to 
determine if any differences in muscle activation existed between the peroneus longus and 
tibialis anterior across the four support conditions. 
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 1.3.  Specific Aims and Hypotheses 
 Specific Aim 1:  To determine if external ankle support influences peroneus longus and 
 tibialis anterior reflex latency and time to peak amplitude as measured by EMG, in the 
 presence of a dynamic inversion perturbation and compared to a no support condition.  
 Hypothesis 1:  Reflex latency and time to peak amplitude will be reduced under all 
 support conditions (tape, lace-up brace, and semi-rigid brace) compared to the control (no 
 support).  
 Specific Aim 2:  To determine if differences exist between the three external ankle 
 support conditions, on measures of reflex latency and time to peak amplitude as measured 
 by EMG, in the presence of a dynamic inversion perturbation. 
 Hypothesis 2:  No differences in EMG activity between the three support conditions 
 (tape, lace-up brace, semi-rigid brace) will be elicited 
 Specific Aim 3:  To determine if differences exist  between the peroneus longus and 
 tibialis anterior on measures of reflex latency and time to peak amplitude across three 
 different external ankle support conditions and a no support control condition, as 
 measured by EMG, in the presence of a dynamic inversion perturbation.  
 Hypothesis 3:  No significant differences between the peroneus longus and tibialis 
 anterior for any of the support conditions will be elicited.  
1.4.  Study Significance 
 The efficacy of external support in providing the ankle with a degree of prophylaxis 
under simulated functional conditions has long been a topic of investigation.  This study 
attempted to better duplicate these functional conditions by introducing a more dynamic task 
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 while accompanied by a true perturbation mechanism.  In doing so, it was anticipated the results 
of this investigation would better illustrate that the heightened sensitivity afforded the dynamic 
restraint mechanism, through application of selected modes of external ankle support, has the 
potential to effectively attenuate the forces experienced in the face of an ankle inversion 
mechanism and in turn equip the clinician with the data necessary to make more informed 
decisions relative to minimizing the effects of injuries to the ankle. 
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
 Injuries to the ankle pose a number of challenges to clinicians from the standpoint of 
defining appropriate treatment options and preventative interventions.  Lateral ankle sprains 
remain among the most common injuries suffered by the physically active population[1-5] and 
occur as a result of an inversion moment imposed on a weight bearing foot, often accompanying 
a sudden change in direction or more typically from loading the joint on an irregular or 
compliant surface[1, 6].  Structural damage typically involves the ligamentous tissue that 
supports the joint.  However, increasing evidence points to the implications such mechanisms 
also have on the musculotendinous and nervous tissues that surround the ankle.  In the face of a 
typical ankle injury mechanism, the peroneal and tibialis anterior muscles provide the necessary 
dynamic restraint from an increasing inversion moment.  The response of these muscles is 
thought to be mediated by sensory receptors located in the skin, muscles, tendons and ligaments 
that cross the ankle and the efficacy of this reflex is directly related to the magnitude of extrinsic 
forces imposed on the joint following an inversion moment and the frequency of exposure to 
such forces over time. 
 A number of commercially available appliances, ranging from cloth adhesive tape to a 
variety of soft and semi-rigid orthoses, are currently being employed to prevent or reduce the 
occurrence of lateral ankle sprains while simultaneously also minimizing the impact of these 
devices on performance variables[11, 17, 19-21, 32, 45-50, 57-61].   
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  Previous research in this area has sought to quantify and qualify the effectiveness of 
various prophylactic ankle support systems on a number of measurable characteristics.  Many of 
these studies, however, were conducted under static conditions that did not accurately reflect the 
forces imposed on the ankle during functional activities.  This current investigation will aim to 
address these latter variables by examining the effectiveness of several prophylactic orthoses on 
measures of electromyographic response under conditions that are more representative of those 
experienced in typical athletic activities.  
 The following review will present a discussion of current literature relative to the 
functional characteristics of the ankle, the role of the sensorimotor system in response to 
imposed joint stress, as well as the impact prophylactic bracing plays in the prevention of ankle 
injuries.  This review will also address the application of EMG and earlier generations of 
perturbation devices to the present area of study, in particular the influence these instruments 
have had on previous work in illustrating the efficacy of various forms of intervention in the 
prevention of ankle injuries.     
2.1.  Anatomical Considerations of the Foot and Ankle 
 A sound appreciation of the structure of the foot and ankle is important to the 
understanding of the function of this lower extremity segment in supporting the weight of the 
entire body during locomotion.  The nature of the bony architecture combined with the 
stabilization provided by static and dynamic soft tissue elements, as well as the influence of 
neuromuscular feedback mechanisms, contribute to the adaptive characteristics of the foot and 
ankle to attenuate the extrinsic forces responsible for musculoskeletal injury to the lower 
extremity. 
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 2.1.1. Skeletal Composition 
  
 The foot/ankle complex is a series of intricate articulations that provide a base of support 
for the body during ambulation.  The ankle, or talocrural, joint is comprised of a syndesmosis 
between the distal tibia and fibula and a diarthroidal mortise between the distal tibia, fibula and 
talus.  The mortise is characterized as a single axis joint corresponding to a line just distal to the 
palpated tips of the medial and lateral malleoli[64]. The primary motion allowed is that of 
dorsiflexion and plantarflexion, occurring in the sagittal plane.  However, due to the obliquity of 
the joint axis and the fact that the lateral articular margin of the talus is longer than that of the 
medial, some degree of abduction and pronation accompanies the dorsiflexed ankle, while some 
adduction and supination occurs when the ankle is plantarflexed[65].
 The subtalar joint is formed by the articulation of the talus with the calcaneus at three 
distinct locations.  Motion at the subtalar joint is said to be triplanar because the movements that 
occur there are perpendicular to all three cardinal planes, but collectively are referred to as 
pronation and supination[64, 66, 67].  In the closed kinetic chain condition, pronation is 
characterized by eversion of the calcaneus and adduction and plantarflexion of the talus which 
results in internal rotation of the tibia.  Supination, on the other hand, is characterized as 
inversion of the calcaneus and abduction and dorsiflexion of the talus resulting in external 
rotation of the tibia.  A fairly large concavity called the tarsal sinus separates these articulations 
into anterior and posterior portions.  It is this posterior portion, commonly referred to as the 
talocalacaneal joint, where calcaneal inversion and eversion take place. 
 Bony stability of the talocrural joint is influenced by several factors including the shape 
of the talus.  The talar dome is wider anteriorly than posteriorly thus providing greater joint 
congruency in the closed-packed position of dorsiflexion.  In addition, the lateral malleolus 
10 
 projects farther distally than the medial malleolus which lends to greater limitation in eversion 
than inversion.  Finally, because no muscles attach directly to the talus, the stability of this 
critical structure and its articulations relies heavily on the ligamentous attachments and 
musculotendinous complexes that cross the ankle and attach distally[68, 69].
 
2.1.2. Ligamentous Composition 
 
  
 Along with the bony architecture of the joints of the ankle and foot, passive stabilization 
is also provided by three sets of ligamentous structures.  On the medial side of the joint, the 
deltoid ligament complex is the primary stabilizer functioning as a restraint against lateral 
excursion of the talus.  This triangular network of ligaments consists of four distinct bands 
including the anterior tibiotalar, posterior tibiotalar, tibiocalcaneal and tibionavicular ligaments.  
The superficial and deep layers of the deltoid ligament may independently prevent valgus tilting 
of the talus.  The lateral side of the ankle is supported by three ligaments in such a way that at 
least one is taut regardless of the relative position of the ankle mortise[69].  The anterior 
talofibular ligament (ATFL) arises from the anterolateral surface of the lateral malleolus and 
inserts on the talus near the sinus tarsi.  This ligament is taut and resists inversion with the foot in 
the plantarflexed position.  The ATFL also limits anterior translation of the talus on the tibia.  
The calcaneofibular ligament (CFL) arises from the outermost portion of the lateral malleolus 
and courses inferiorly and posteriorly to attach on the calcaneus.  The CFL is taut in extreme 
ranges of dorsiflexion and is the primary restraint to talar inversion within the midrange of 
motion.  The posterior talofibular ligament (PTFL) arises from the posterior portion of the lateral 
malleolus and attaches distally on both the talus and calcaneus.  The PTFL is the strongest of the 
lateral ligaments and is responsible for limiting posterior displacement of the talus on the tibia.  
11 
 Finally, the ligaments of the distal tibiofibular syndesmosis provide stability to the ankle by 
limiting rotatory forces.  The anterior and posterior tibiofibular ligaments along with an 
extension of the interosseous membrane, the crural interosseous ligament, combine to maintain 
the structural framework of the mortise.  Excessive eversion and dorsiflexion can result in 
sufficient widening of the ankle mortise to create a compromise in the integrity of the 
syndesmosis[68, 69]. 
 
2.1.3. Musculotendinous Composition 
 
 
 The extrinsic muscles that provide dynamic support to the foot/ankle complex are 
contained within discernable compartments in the lower leg.  The anterior compartment consists 
of the tibialis anterior, extensor hallucis longus, extensor digitorum longus and the peroneus 
tertius.  The tibialis anterior passes across the anterior surface of the ankle to its insertion on the 
base of the first metatarsal and medial cuneiform[70].  This muscle functions as the primary 
dorsiflexor of the foot while also inverting the foot from the dorsiflexed position[71].  Its 
function in preventing ankle sprains is important as it acts to impede excessive plantarflexion, 
particularly in the early stages of the stance phase.  Tibialis anterior activity before impact may 
also pre-stretch the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles to enhance ankle plantarflexion and 
dorsiflexion deceleration capacity to reduce impact joint loading[72]. 
 The superficial posterior compartment contains the gastrocnemius, soleus and plantaris 
muscles.  Each of these muscles shares a common insertion on the posterior calcaneal apophysis 
by way of the Achilles tendon[70].  Collectively, these muscles function to plantar flex the foot 
prior to impact, subsequently allowing the eccentric action of these muscles to absorb the impact 
and reduce joint loading[72]. 
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  In the deep posterior compartment the tibialis posterior (TP), flexor digitorum longus 
(FDL) and flexor hallucis longus (FHL) follow a similar path to their respective distal insertion 
sights by coursing behind the medial malleolus.  The TP inserts on the navicular tubercle, with 
fibrous expansions to the second, third and fourth metatarsals, the three cuneiforms and the 
cuboid.  It is the primary adductor of the foot, while also assisting in plantarflexion and 
inversion.  The FDL to inserts on the plantar surface of the distal phalanges of toes two through 
five and serves to flex these lateral four toes.  The FHL inserts on the plantar surface of the distal 
phalynx of the great toe and serves as its primary flexor.  The latter two structures also serve as 
secondary plantarflexors and invertors of the ankle and foot[69].   
 The lateral compartment contains the peroneus longus and peroneus brevis muscles.  The 
peroneus longus is the more superficial of the two, covering all but the most inferior portion of 
the peroneus brevis.  The tendons of these two muscles pass in parallel behind the lateral 
malleolus and diverge as they approach the peroneal tubercle.  The peroneus brevis reaches its 
insertion on the base of the fifth metatarsal, while the peroneus longus passes along the plantar 
aspect of the foot to insert on the base of the first metatarsal and medial cuneiform.  Collectively, 
these muscles are strong evertors and provide dynamic restraint to excessive inversion of the 
ankle while also contributing to plantarflexion[69].     
2.2.  Role of the Sensorimotor System 
 The sensorimotor system is a relatively novel term that has been adopted to define the 
sensory, motor and central integration and processing mechanisms that exist to impact the 
execution of functional performance tasks and joint stabilization, characteristics previously 
described using the term proprioception[73].  The concept of proprioception was first advanced 
by Sherrington[74] in 1906 as the awareness of body segment position and orientation and 
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 considered a specialized variation of the sensory modality of touch encompassing the sensations 
of joint movement (kinesthesia), joint position (joint position sense) and sensation of 
resistance[39, 75].  Kinesthesia has been defined as the conscious appreciation of joint 
movement, either from internal (active) or external (passive) forces.  Joint position sense refers 
to the conscious recognition of limb segment position in relation to the rest of the body[73].  
Further, sensation of resistance is described as one’s ability to appreciate force generated within 
a joint[76]. Contemporary interpretations of Sherrington’s early work, which define 
proprioception as only those mechanisms and processes occurring along the afferent or sensory 
pathways and lends little credence to central nervous system processing or activity along the 
efferent or motor pathways of the sensorimotor system, suggests that the nervous system plays a 
much greater role and that the reflexive components are much more sophisticated than originally 
thought[73].  Proprioceptive information is conveyed from the periphery as well as visual and 
vestibular centers and is processed in each of the three centers of motor control, including spinal, 
brain stem and cerebral cortex (Figure 1)[77].  This information is then integrated in the CNS to 
generate a motor response[78, 79]. 
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Figure 1:   Neuromuscular control pathways (Reprinted with permission[77]) 
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  At the highest level of motor control, the somatosensory cortex processes proprioceptive 
information to provide conscious awareness of joint position sense and kinesthesia[73].  
Likewise, the motor cortex stores information received from the periphery, the cerebellum, basal 
ganglia and somatosensory cortex for the performance of future motor tasks[80].  The spinal 
level of motor control is responsible for muscle activation through reflex pathways by integrating 
and processing proprioceptive information unconsciously[73].  Between the spinal cord and the 
cortex, the brain stem integrates proprioceptive information received from visual and vestibular 
centers and other somatosensory inputs to directly control automatic tasks such as postural 
control and functions as an indirect relay station between the cerebral cortex and the spinal cord 
to unconsciously modify descending motor commands[73].       
 Hilton's law states that joints are innervated by articular branches of the nerves supplying 
the muscles that cross the joint[81].  In addition to these elements, articular structures also 
include nociceptive free nerve endings.  The neural feedback imparted on the CNS by cutaneous, 
muscle and joint mechanoreceptors is the basis for the concept of proprioception.  
 The somatosensory system functions to detect sensory stimuli such as touch, pain, 
pressure and movements such as joint displacement[82].  Mechanoreceptors for proprioception 
are found in skin, muscles, joint capsule, ligaments, tendons and fasciae about a joint and 
provide input to the CNS regarding tissue deformation[82-85].  Activation of joint 
mechanoreceptors stems from changes in the length and tension of soft tissue components of the 
joint.  The resulting stimulus travels to the CNS for interpretation and integration via cortical and 
reflex pathways[85].  Two types of articular mechanoreceptors exist which possess adaptive 
properties depending on their response to a particular continuous stimulus. 
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   Quick-adapting (QA) mechanoreceptors decrease their discharge rate to extinction within 
milliseconds of the onset of a continuous stimulus[86].  Thought to mediate the sensation of joint 
motion, the QA receptors, such as the Pacinian corpuscle, are very sensitive to changes in 
position.  Slow-adapting (SA) mechanoreceptors such as the Ruffini ending, Ruffini corpuscle 
and Golgi tendon-like organs, on the other hand, respond by continuing their discharge in the 
presence of a continuous stimulus.  These are thought to mediate the sensation of joint position 
as they are maximally stimulated at specific joint angles[39].  These receptors have been 
identified histologically to be present throughout the ankle ligaments, with the Pacinian and 
Golgi tendon-like organs comprising the majority of mechanoreceptors residing here[87]. 
 Another form of the SA receptors is the complex, fusiform muscle spindle receptor found 
within skeletal muscle.  The muscle spindle receptor, composed of a small bundle of modified 
muscle fibers called intrafusal fibers, function to measure muscle tension over a large range of 
extrafusal muscle length, which makes up the bulk of the muscle and is responsible for 
generating force.  The intrafusal fibers are innervated by gamma-motor neurons (γ-MN), whereas 
the extrafusal fibers are innervated by alpha-motor neurons (α-MN).  Activation of γ-MN allows 
the readjustment of spindle sensitivity throughout the entire range of motion in the case where 
extrafusal fibers are shortened, thus signaling continuous alterations in both muscle length and 
rate-of-length changes[39, 75].  It is the co-activation of the α-γ-MN, in the presence of a muscle 
contraction, that is thought to be the mechanism through which muscle length and tension are 
monitored[88]. 
 Historically, the role of joint afferents in functional joint stability has been described as 
having a direct reflexive activation of α-MN, referred to as a ligament-muscle reflex[89].  This 
theory has since drawn criticism as it appears the loads required to elicit α-MN responses often 
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 exceed normal physiological loads[90].  Freeman and Wyke[91] were the first to suggest γ-MN 
activation is likely responsible for the increases observed in muscle activity following joint 
mechanoreceptor stimulation, as opposed to activation α-MNs.  In comparison, the threshold 
load for the appearance of a reflex stimulated by the muscle spindles has been found to be 
significantly lower, between 5an 10 N[92]. 
   Increased γ-MN activation, which may occur from input arising from cutaneous, 
articular or muscle sources, serves to heighten muscle spindle sensitivity and in turn may 
contribute more effectively to sensorimotor control of joint stability by increasing the intrinsic 
and extrinsic stiffness properties of the muscles crossing a joint resulting in increased joint 
stiffness[93].  Since γ-MN activation is largely influenced by peripheral afferent input, the ability 
to stimulate these receptors by the application of an external ankle support may enhance the 
functional stability of the joint in the presence of an ankle injury mechanism through a 
heightened response of the dynamic restraints.  The compression and increased rigidity of the 
ankle and lower leg by ankle taping and bracing allows for stimulation of the skin and 
subcutaneous structures and greater pressure on the underlying musculature[38].  Afferent 
signals from cutaneous sources may provide proprioceptive information or facilitate 
proprioception and neuromuscular control through increased motorneuron excitability[43]. 
 Input provided to the CNS by the somatosensory subsystem results in joint movement 
and position sense, reflexive muscle contraction, and regulation of muscle tone and stiffness[75, 
94, 95].  Because the capsuloligamentous and cutaneous afferents influence the muscle spindle, it 
appears the musculotendinous, capsuloligamentous and cutaneous mechanoreceptors play a 
complimentary role in movement and joint position sense[64].  This phenomenon, referred to as 
ensemble coding, suggests that proprioceptive information is transferred to the CNS through an 
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 encoding across a neural population of receptors rather than discrete units from the individual 
receptors.  This theory proposes that receptors possess unique, but overlapping, ranges of 
sensitivity and may help explain the improved conscious proprioceptive acuity and reduction in 
subjective instability associated with application of an external ankle support[75]. 
 The second subsystem supplying the CNS with sensory input is the vestibular system.  
The vestibular system receives information from the vestibules and semicircular canals of the 
ear, for use in maintaining body posture.  This can be accomplished in three ways - by 
controlling eye musculature so as to maintain visual focus when the head changes position; to 
maintain upright posture; and for conscious awareness of body and joint position and 
motion[96]. 
 The visual system, the third component to CNS sensory input, also contributes to the 
maintenance of balance.  This system provides the body with visual cues for use as reference 
points in orienting the body in space.  It is generally agreed that, under normal conditions, the 
somatosensory and visual subsystems are the primary mediators of balance and postural 
awareness[96]. 
2.3.  Modes of Prophylactic Ankle Support 
 A number of materials and devices currently exist to prophylactically safeguard the ankle 
against injury or in a protective and functional role following acute injury.  In either case, the 
objective of these devices is to reinforce the passive stabilizing properties of the static tissues 
that surround the ankle and restrict sub-talar range of motion beyond the anatomical limits of the 
joint.  Generally speaking, there is agreement within the literature to date that the application of 
some form of external ankle support is effective in limiting the incidence of lateral ankle sprains.  
While much of the effectiveness of these prophylactic devices has been attributed to the 
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 mechanical stability provided[11, 17, 19, 21, 57, 58], and the impact such devices have on the 
functional capabilities of the wearer[13, 14, 20, 32, 46, 59-61], relatively little evidence exists as 
to the ability of taping or bracing to enhance motor control through heightened sensitivity of the 
peripheral afferents in achieving the desired efferent response, particularly during the 
performance of functional tasks.  In addition, the preponderance of work describing the 
usefulness of ankle support devices has been conducted on subjects with a history of lateral ankle 
dysfunction and as such makes generalizing similar results to a healthy population difficult. 
 As technology has evolved, the desired characteristics of a chosen ankle support have not 
changed.  Ideally, the device should be easy to apply, provide support over time, permit 
functional range of motion in plantarflexion and dorsiflexion, while limiting excessive inversion 
and eversion, and be inexpensive[15].  Over time, the number of styles and designs of ankle 
support has grown dramatically, yet all can be assigned to one of three categories: adhesive cloth 
taping, soft shell brace, and semi-rigid brace. 
 
2.3.1. Adhesive Cloth Taping 
 
 Adhesive cloth taping has long been used in an effort to decrease the incidence of lateral 
ankle sprains.  A number of studies have been conducted which advocate the use of ankle taping 
for its joint motion restricting properties[15, 45, 51-53, 97].  The earliest of these studies, by 
Quigley et al.[97], found that taping was beneficial in reducing injury by its ability to limit the 
amount of ankle inversion and eversion, while permitting full dorsiflexion and plantarflexion.  
Garrick and Requa[45] were among the first to demonstrate the effectiveness of ankle taping in 
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 reducing the incidence of ankle sprains as compared to the no tape condition.  This landmark 
study was supported by a number of similar investigations that yielded conflicting results as to 
the efficacy of this mode of external support[23, 28, 54, 98].   
 Much of the debate regarding ankle taping centers around its effectiveness over time 
during physical activity.  Rarick et al.[99] reported that tape loses 40% of its supportive 
properties after as little as 10 minutes of vigorous exercise.  Fumich et al.[54] were able to 
demonstrate very similar results while Myberg et al.[23] concluded  that tape offered no 
significant ankle support after one hour of exercise.  Other criticisms of ankle taping are its cost 
and the need for trained personnel for application purposes.  Rovere et al.[28] in 1988, for 
example, calculated the cost of taping both ankles of a collegiate football player for a whole 
season at more than $400.  Similarly, Paris[60] estimated the cost of taping a 12-player 
basketball team over the course of a typical 25-week season to be approximately $5220.  When 
compared to alternative methods of prophylactic support, namely soft or semi-rigid braces, these 
costs are significantly greater, not to mention the substantial time required by an athletic trainer 
to apply appropriate taping techniques, limiting his or her ability to adequately complete other 
job related tasks.  Nevertheless, ankle taping continues to be a popular choice for ankle support 
due, in most part, to athlete preference based largely on comfort and perceived effectiveness in 
preventing injury. 
 
2.3.2. Soft Shell Prophylactic Braces 
 
 Soft shell prophylactic braces were first introduced, as an alternative to ankle taping, in 
the early 1980’s by Swede-O-Universal™ (Swede-O-Universal, North Branch, MN)[100].  Since 
that time, a number of similar type braces have been introduced and have yielded positive results 
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 with regard to their effectiveness in providing a level of support comparable to ankle taping[101-
103].  The most common type of soft shell brace is the re-useable lace up variety[15].  These 
braces are constructed of a number of materials including canvas, neoprene and nylon[100].  
Typically, the braces come in sizes based on the shoe size of the wearer and can be worn on 
either foot.  The obvious advantages of these braces are that they are re-usable, can be re-
adjusted throughout activity and they do not require the presence of trained personnel for 
application.  In addition, these braces can be cleaned and present less of a threat of causing skin 
irritation or adverse reaction as compared to adhesive tape, and represent a substantial savings 
over ankle taping[28, 60].  The most common braces used in this category, aside from the 
Swede-O ankle brace include the McDavid™ 195 Ultralight Ankle Brace (McDavid 
Sports/Medical Products, Woodridge, IL), the DonJoy™ Rocket Soc® (DonJoy Orthopedics, 
Vista, CA) and the Arizona Ankle Brace (Pro Orthopedics, Tucson, AZ). 
 
2.3.3. Semi-Rigid Prophylactic Braces 
 
 The first non-commercial semi-rigid ankle stabilizer, developed in 1974, was constructed 
of Orthoplast® (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ)[104] and was designed as an 
alternative to plaster casting.  Today, these orthoses are made of various thermoplastics and 
plastic polymers[100] and vary in their utility from supportive to functional to prophylactic.  The 
first generation of commercial semi-rigid ankle braces was the Aircast® Air-Stirrup (Aircast, 
Inc., Summit, NJ).  Due to the size of the bi-malleolar strut, this brace was found to be most 
effective when used following acute injury as a means of support during weight bearing[104].  
To address the potential uses of such a brace as a prophylactic stabilizer, modifications of the 
original design have resulted in a more streamlined, lighter brace that permits greater functional 
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 capability while not sacrificing the original notion of maximizing ankle stabilization.  Over time, 
many others have followed suit and today there are a number of semi-rigid prophylactic ankle 
braces available commercially including the Aircast® Air-SportTM (Aircast, Inc., Summit, NJ), 
the DonJoy™ ALProtector Plus (DonJoy Orthopedics, Vista, CA), and the Active Ankle “CF 
Pro” (Active Ankle Systems, Louisville, KY). 
2.4.  Comparison of Ankle Taping versus Bracing in Preventing Ankle Injury 
 A considerable volume of literature has been reported to illustrate the effectiveness of 
taping[45, 48, 51-54, 57, 97, 99] and bracing[14, 25, 30, 32, 49, 50, 55, 57, 58, 61, 104-107] in 
reducing injuries to the ankle.  Equally substantial are the number of investigations comparing 
these two modes under various experimental conditions[11, 13, 17, 19-21, 23, 28, 33, 45-47, 60, 
61, 108].  Based on reported literature, no clear consensus has yet to be reached as to the most 
effective method of prophylaxis.  From the perspective of reducing excessive sub-talar joint 
motion in the ankle, both taping and bracing have been proven to be effective[11, 17, 19, 21, 23, 
28, 30, 33, 46, 49-55, 57, 58, 99, 105].  When considering functional performance, a critical 
variable when selecting an external support, both ankle taping[13, 21, 60, 109] and bracing[13, 
14, 55, 59-61, 106, 109] have been met with much debate with respect to which support style 
provides the greatest degree of prophylaxis while simultaneously minimizing impact on 
performance.  To date there has been no consensus reached due in large measure to the wide 
variety of possible functional tasks to be considered as well as the considerable variation 
involved in subjective preference of the wearer. 
 While all researchers agree the application of some form of external ankle support is 
preferential to the unprotected ankle for decreasing the incidence of lateral ankle sprains, the 
mechanism by which these supports afford additional protection remains unclear.  Taping and 
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 bracing share the applied moment with the ankle and achieve a stiffness that is higher than the 
ankle alone provides[19].  However, it is questionable whether taping and bracing can withstand 
the forces of an inversion sprain[12]. 
 From a functional point of view, the mechanical limitation of extreme inversion should 
be a requirement.  At the same time, a high degree of neuromuscular activation is desirable to 
protect the joint against inversion injury[110].  Relative to this position, more emphasis is now 
being placed on defining the role external ankle supports play in influencing the neuromuscular 
characteristics of the ankle joint and how such influence might impact the ability of the support 
device to contribute to injury prevention. 
2.5.  Impact of Prophylactic Ankle Support on Measures of Proprioception 
 There is increasing evidence to suggest the application of external support may contribute 
to ankle joint proprioception and an increase in neuromuscular control.  What remains unclear is 
the mechanism by which this proprioceptive influence is achieved be it through stimulation of 
the various peripheral afferent receptors surrounding the joint leading to improved reflex 
responses or heightened pre-activation of the muscles crossing the ankle resulting in greater 
stiffness of the joint, or both.  Many investigators[83, 91, 111-113] have demonstrated that 
peripheral afferents are present in different concentrations in and around various joints in the 
body and have been identified in the skin, muscle, ligaments and joint capsule.  These receptors 
contribute to the proprioceptive input of the ankle in response to deformation and loading of the 
tissues that compose the joint[39].  Based on the conflicting results of experiments measuring the 
mechanical efficacy of external ankle supports, it has been suggested that the true benefit of 
prophylactic devices may not be biomechanical reinforcement but, rather, proprioceptive  
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 enhancement[18].  The extent to which neural receptors contribute to observed support-related 
changes in neuromuscular function of the ankle, and the conditions under which they contribute 
are not entirely clear[18].   
 It is clear that muscle and ligament mechanoreceptors play an important role in functional 
joint stability[114], but cutaneous receptors have often been overlooked[115].  In normal, 
healthy individuals, the protective muscular reflex arc is initiated by mechanoreceptors and 
muscle spindle receptors.  Stimulation of the cutaneous and/or articular afferents may result in 
increased speed and quality of muscle activation[103].  This heightened state of readiness may 
possibly decrease the incidence or severity of injury.  Nishikawa and Grabiner[43] demonstrated 
that application of an external support was responsible for an increase in peroneal motoneuron 
excitability compared to the non-braced condition.  They attributed this increased motoneuron 
excitability to stimulation of peripheral afferents possibly arising from a number of candidate 
mechanoreceptors, one of which was likely cutaneous receptors.  The application of ankle tape or 
a brace, through greater tissue and joint compression, may heighten the sensitivity of the 
cutaneous receptors and contribute to an increased dynamic restraint mechanism in the face of 
imposed joint stresses and tissue deformation[43].  These results are supported by Ashton-Miller 
et al.[31] who demonstrated prophylactic support may protect the ankle at 15º of inversion by 
almost doubling its baseline resistance to further inversion through increased activation of the 
peroneal muscles as compared to the unprotected ankle.     
 Measures of postural control have often been employed to assess the efficacy of 
prophylactic support in the ankle.  Feuerbach and Grabiner[116] determined the application of an 
Aircast® brace resulted in a significant reduction of medial-lateral and anterior-posterior center 
of force position and amplitude measurements.  Calmels et al.[117] found that an elastic stocking 
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 reduced anterior-posterior sway, but not medial-lateral sway.  In both of these investigations, 
results were demonstrated in healthy subjects.  In contrast to these findings, Kinzey et al.[118] 
assessed the effects of three selected ankle braces on postural control and found that center of 
pressure patterns in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions were increased with the eyes 
opened and remained unchanged when sensory modalities were conflicted under the braced 
conditions.  Further, Bennell and Goldie[24] compared different types of ankle support on 
postural sway and error measurements as determined by nonsupport foot contacts.  Their results 
showed an increase in mediolateral sway measurements as well as error measurements under 
both ankle taping and a lace up brace conditions. 
 Joint position sense measures have traditionally been another method of determining 
prophylactic support effectiveness.  Based on observed results of position sense investigations, it 
appears the application of a commercial prophylactic brace or adhesive tape may enhance ankle 
joint proprioception in both healthy and injured subjects.  Using a healthy sample, Heit et 
al.[103] demonstrated improved joint position sense in both plantarflexion and inversion under 
the taped condition, while braced condition improvements were seen only in plantarflexion as 
compared to non-support controls.  These results are reflective of findings in studies examining 
similar variables about the knee as well.  Lephart et al.[119] found knee joint kinesthesia was 
enhanced following the application of a neoprene sleeve, while Barrett et al.[120] demonstrated 
patients with osteoarthritis and those who underwent total knee arthroplasty had improved joint 
position sense when wearing an elastic bandage.  At the ankle, Feuerbach et al.[121] determined 
both absolute and variable error in the passive reproduction of passive positioning was 
significantly reduced with the application of an Aircast® Air-Stirrup brace.  In this study, the 
introduction of anesthesia into one or two of the lateral ligaments of the ankle (anterior 
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 talofibular and calcaneofibular ligaments) had no effect on error measures relative to the non-
anesthetized ligaments.  These results suggest ligament mechanoreceptors contribute little to 
ankle joint proprioception and lend greater credence to the influence of cutaneous receptors in 
providing adequate feedback for positioning tasks.  These authors[121] are clear in stressing that  
it remains unknown whether anesthesia of an ankle ligament would affect ankle joint 
proprioception during a more challenging task, although there is some evidence of similar 
findings at the knee[122] and in a more recent investigation at the ankle[123]. 
 In general, postural sway and position sense data are only of limited functional relevance 
because they describe the mechanism of proprioception in terms of balance during a minimally 
challenging stance task, or on the unloaded foot in an open kinetic chain position.  As such, 
functional perturbation testing appears to be of greater value because the pathophysiologic 
inversion injury movement is similar.  The assessment of external ankle support based    
exclusively on range of motion tests is also questionable because it does not adequately take into 
account the functional unity of mechanical and neurophysiologic actions and their relation to the 
external stimulus[110]. 
2.6.  Ankle Neuromuscular Response to Sudden Inversion 
 In order to further elucidate the contribution of the neuromuscular elements in 
minimizing the effects of a lateral ankle sprain mechanism, several investigators have conducted 
research in which the ankle was subjected to a sudden inversion by means of a number of 
unilateral tilt platform designs.  In doing so, the focus of this research has been to substantiate 
the activity of the muscles that play a role in attenuating the imposed forces on the loaded ankle 
joint.  More specifically, this work has centered on identifying reflex latencies, defined as the 
time from the onset of an inversion moment to the first motor response.  This is often determined 
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 by calculating amplitude percentages in relation to a maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) or 
multiples of standard deviations above resting baseline EMG values[124, 125].  To date, much of 
the work in this area has been limited to studies conducted on subjects who demonstrated 
varying degrees of confirmed clinical and/or functional instability, absent the application of 
some form of external ankle stabilizer[33, 41, 42, 126, 127].  Further, the majority of findings 
have been reported on peroneal muscle activity[29, 33, 42, 125, 127, 128], but, to a lesser extent, 
the tibialis anterior[25, 41, 124, 126, 129].   
 Of the limited evidence that does exist to qualify the effect of a lateral perturbation 
moment and the application of an external stabilizer on the healthy ankle, there does not appear 
to be any statistically significant difference between the supported and unsupported ankle with 
regard to reflex latencies of the peroneus longus or tibialis anterior[25, 29].  This is not an 
unexpected result considering previous authors have reported similar findings in patients with 
unstable ankles as compared to normal controls[126, 128, 130].   
 It remains to be seen if these same results would be observed if subjects were exposed to 
a more demanding dynamic task.  During functional activity, there is a level of pre-activation 
that exists in the muscle contributing to increased joint stiffness and stabilization.  Due to the fact 
that little evidence exists to assess the impact of an ankle stabilizing device during a dynamic 
landing task, such an influence can only be speculated at this time.  All of the studies reported to 
date in which a perturbation variable was introduced have been conducted in either a static 
stance or step down position.  While it is difficult to recreate the exact mechanism of injury in a 
laboratory setting, it is apparent that injuries rarely occur with the person standing at rest.  Also  
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 of interest is the degree of perturbation subjects are exposed to during sudden inversion trials in 
previous investigations.  The classic model for these studies has used ankle inversion 
perturbations ranging from 18º[124] to 50º[58, 131]     
2.7.  Role of Electromyography in Assessing Ankle Neuromuscular Activity 
 The measurement of electrical activity within a resting or contracting muscle is called 
electromyography (EMG).  The raw EMG signal is a collection of information from 
representative motor unit action potentials and is measured in millivolts.  The individual motor 
unit action potential is a sinusoidal wave generated at the z-line of the sarcomere[132].  
Deformation of muscle-tendon tissue causes a mechanically gated release of stored sodium from 
the transverse tubular system, eliciting an increase in action potentials, thereby increasing neural 
input to the central nervous system[133]. 
 EMG recordings can provide useful information relative to the amplitude and duration of 
EMG activity.  The signals are recorded using either surface or fine wire, indwelling electrodes.  
As this investigation was limited to the use of surface EMG recordings, the following review will 
focus only on this method.   
 Surface electrodes are utilized for more superficial recordings and tend to collect 
information from a large area. This method has been shown to be a reliable means of EMG 
assessment for both the tibialis anterior and peroneal muscles[63, 124, 125].  However, the use 
of surface electrodes introduces the possibility of recording unwanted information from other 
muscles, referred to as crosstalk[124].  This can be reduced by the use of the double differential 
technique as described by Koh and Grabiner[134].  Equally important is appropriate electrode 
placement in limiting the risk of crosstalk.  Basmajian and Blumenstein[135] have authored the 
classic description of appropriate electrode placement for the tibialis anterior and peroneus 
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 longus as follows: a) tibialis anterior - junction of the proximal and middle one third of the tibia, 
1cm lateral to the subcutaneous lateral border; b) peroneus longus - junction of the proximal and 
middle one third of the fibula, over the palpable lateral compartment.  An earth electrode is also 
required and is typically placed over an area of little muscle activity, usually a bony prominence. 
 Following electrode placement, the desired sampling frequency must be determined.  
This is based on the expected speed of the movement that is being observed and is normally set 
at twice the level of the highest frequency of the signal itself[132].  If analyzing between subject 
data, the EMG signal then requires normalization.  As stated previously, amplitude values are 
typically normalized as a percentage of the MVC or as a percentage of the baseline resting 
values[124, 125, 136]. 
 When measuring the reflex response of ankle musculature in the face of an inversion 
perturbation mechanism, evidence from previous investigations using EMG data have been 
useful in describing the speed of conduction of the neural signal from the afferent receptor, 
through central processing, and finally to the efferent end organ response.  In essence, EMG data 
for muscles can be divided into three subsets as defined by Lynch et al.[124]  In the passively 
lengthened or stretched muscle group, a short-loop latency reflex occurs within 50 ms, 
representative of a monosynaptic (only one synapse) reflex arc in which the afferent neuron 
synapses directly with the α-MN.  This reflex is not present in every muscle group.  An example 
of this type is the stretch reflex in which the muscle spindle is stimulated in response to tissue 
deformation of the muscle.  This stimulus provides afferent information that synapses directly 
with the α-MN of the stretched muscle, ending in a reflexive muscle contraction.     
 Next, a medium-loop reflex occurs between 70 and 120 ms.  This reflex occurs in the 
stretched muscle group as well and is thought to represent a polysynaptic (more than one 
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 synapse) reflex arc[124].  The polysynaptic reflex involves a synapse between the afferent 
neuron, carrying information from the periphery (muscle or joint), with one or more interneurons 
where the signal is processed and finally transmitted through a synapse with the α-MN.  
Clinically, the ligamentous-muscular reflex is used to illustrate the polysynaptic reflex[137].   
Solomonow et al.[89] demonstrated that deformation of the anterior cruciate ligament in the knee 
elicited an excitatory response of the hamstring musculature and a concomitant inhibitory 
response of the quadriceps musculature.   
 The final reflex response is the long loop reflex which occurs approximately 75 ms after 
the onset of the medium-loop reflex and may represent a transcortical reflex.  This is the 
antagonistic response seen with postural disturbances in the non-stretched muscle group[124].   
 The work by Lynch et al.[124] confirmed the findings of Brunt et al.[129] who observed 
no short-loop reflex in either the peroneus longus or tibialis anterior.  Latencies were measured 
from medium-loop reflexes for the stretched muscle group and long-loop reflexes from the non-
stretched muscle group.  In interpreting this information, it is apparent that the peroneus longus 
responds quickly to counter the inversion moment following perturbation, while the tibialis 
anterior follows soon after to overcome a plantarflexion torque and place the ankle in the more 
stable dorsiflexed position.   Historically, these reflex arcs were believed to play a primary role 
in joint stabilization.  The prevailing evidence, however, is that the latencies that result may be 
too long and the reflexes not strong enough to avoid joint injury[138].   
 It has become clear that reflexes from joint afferents may be transmitted via pathways 
other than those projecting to the α-MN.  Thus, the pathways from joint afferents to the muscle 
spindles via γ-MN have drawn increasing attention, particularly since the effects on the γ-MN 
are often more potent and elicited at lower stimulation thresholds[92].  The development of this 
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 theory has helped to better define what are referred to as the feedback and feedforward  
mechanisms of motor control[73].   
 The feedback mechanism is considered more of a reactive reflex characterized by 
numerous reflex pathways that continuously adjust muscle activity.  Feedback control describes 
actions occurring in response to the detection of the direct effects of the arrival of an event or 
stimulus to the system.   The inherent electromechanical delays that result from this mechanism, 
however, raise the question of whether this reactive process is effective enough on its own to 
provide joint stabilization and protection[73, 75].  The feedforward mechanism, on the other 
hand, describes actions occurring in anticipation of and in response to an impending event or 
stimulus and suggests proprioception is valuable in the preparation for anticipated loads.  It 
implies that an internal model is developed by utilizing information from previous experiences 
and integrated with current conditions in order to generate a preprogrammed strategy.  The 
integration of these two mechanisms contributes to motor activation resulting in coordinated 
motor skills and dynamic joint stabilization, processes not exclusive of one another[73, 75].   
 As a means of illustrating this system, the preparatory excitation of α-MN is frequently 
accompanied by the activation of γ-MN, referred to as α-γ-MN co-activation.  This co-activation 
increases the sensitivity of the muscle spindle to evoke a more vigorous stretch reflex.  The pre-
activated muscle is therefore stiffer which decreases the electromechanical delay and provides 
for greater joint stabilization during functional tasks.  The information gathered via feedforward 
motor control is used to evaluate the results of a particular motor task in order to help 
preprogram future muscle activation strategies[73].  Based on the existing data from Ashton-
Miller[138] describing joint velocities and the magnitude of force generated at the ankle joint 
during inversion perturbation studies, it appears the α-γ-MN co-activation is vital to preventing 
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 or minimizing the effects of an inversion ankle sprain.  It appears, too, that the application of an 
external ankle support may also prove useful from the standpoint of stimulating peripheral 
afferent receptors resulting in heightened muscle spindle sensitivity through increased γ-MN  
activation thus contributing to greater mechanical stiffness of the ankle joint.  At the spinal level, 
various peripheral receptors such as cutaneous and articular receptors have been shown to 
strongly influence the activity of the γ-MN system 
2.8.  Summary 
 It is apparent that conflict exists in the literature with regard to the effects of prophylactic 
ankle support on the prevention of lateral ankle sprains.  Clearly the application of some form of 
external ankle support is effective in limiting the incidence of these injuries.  However, the 
mechanism by which this effect is reached has yet to be fully explained.  There is a great deal of 
evidence in the existing literature to support the use of either taping or bracing as a means of 
achieving greater mechanical stabilization and a growing body of literature which points to a 
proprioceptive benefit of such interventions.   
 Until recently, the role of the sensorimotor system in protecting the ankle from joint 
injury has not been as thoroughly investigated as other joints, but clearly its impact is substantial.  
The ability to further define its contribution is dependent upon the development of appropriate 
instrumentation that will allow for experimental measurements to be analyzed under more 
functional conditions.   
 The use of electromyography has created the opportunity to develop a reliable means for 
modeling the function of the sensorimotor system in an effort to better characterize the role and 
interactions of its component parts.  Despite this, a gap remains to explain the influence of 
prophylactic stabilizers in further contributing to improved proprioception as measured by joint 
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 position sense, postural sway and reflex muscle latencies.  The use of a dynamic model may help 
to close this gap by more accurately recreating the extrinsic forces imposed on the weight  
bearing joint while also permitting the measurement of the muscular response to such forces that 
is more reflective of the type of demanding tasks observed in a typical lateral ankle sprain 
mechanism. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1. Experimental Design 
 This investigation utilized a within subjects repeated measures design.  The independent 
variable during testing was the external support with four conditions (control - no support; closed 
basketweave taping; McDavid™ 195 Ultralight Ankle Brace (McDavid Sports/Medical 
Products, Woodridge, IL); and Aircast® Air-SportTM (Aircast, Inc., Summit, NJ).  The 
dependent variables during testing were the measures of peroneus longus and tibialis anterior 1) 
reflex latency and 2) time to peak amplitude measured by electromyographic (EMG) recording.  
The study was approved by the Committee for Biomedical Research of the Institutional Review 
Board at the University of Pittsburgh for safe use of human subjects.  
3.2. Subjects 
 41 physically active college-aged volunteers (21 males, 20 females) with no previous 
history of balance disorders, neurological conditions or injury to the dominant lower extremity 
within the past two years comprised the sample for this investigation.  For these purposes, 
physically active was defined as participating in regular physical activity, at least three times per 
week, for a duration of at least 30 minutes each.  The dominant extremity was defined as the leg 
normally used to kick a soccer ball.  Prior to any testing, subjects were explained all procedures  
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 and were given the opportunity to ask any questions.  Once the subjects were familiarized with 
the procedures, each was asked to sign informed consent as outlined by the Institutional Review 
Board for use of human subjects. 
 Sample size calculations were computed a priori using the Sample Power 1.2 (SPSS, 
Chicago, IL) software package.  Previous data reported by Cordova et. al.[25] in a study 
substantially similar to this investigation were used to estimate the necessary sample size to 
reach a power of P=.80.   Cordova compared two brace conditions to a no-treatment control with 
respect to the average EMG of the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscles.  Based on the 
results reported by Cordova[25], the observed effect size for condition (Cohen’s d) was found to 
be .48, considered a medium effect according to Cohen’s conventions.  For this study, it was 
found that a sample size of 40 would be necessary to reach a power of P=.80 given an effect size 
of η2=.48 and an alpha of .05. 
3.3. Instrumentation 
 All testing was conducted in the Neuromuscular Research Laboratory, located at the 
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Health System Center for Sports Medicine.  All subject 
EMG measurements for each external support condition were collected while the dominant 
extremity was subjected to random dynamic perturbations using a custom designed, uniaxial 
plate that, when loaded, imparted an inversion moment on the subtalar joint and placed stress on 
the lateral stabilizing structures of the ankle.  A constant inversion perturbation angle of 20º was 
used in order to determine the influence of this mechanism on reflex latency and time to peak 
amplitude for the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscles. 
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 3.3.1. Perturbation Device 
 
 Previous research has relied on assessing neuromuscular and musculotendinous 
adaptations in response to ankle perturbations using instruments which placed the subject in a 
static or quasi static position[29, 33, 42, 124-126, 128-130, 139].  Cordova et al.[25] advanced 
this model by measuring ground reaction forces and EMG responses of various lower leg 
muscles in response to a functional lateral movement.  However, measurements were recorded 
on a force platform and the ankle was never exposed to a true perturbation.  Grüneberg, et 
al.[140] developed a trap door instrument that evoked a 25º inversion perturbation following a 
drop landing from a 30 cm height.  From this, researchers examined EMG responses of several 
lower leg muscles during both inversion and non-inversion landings.  Similarly, Ubell et al.[36] 
utilized a detachable fulcrum that could be positioned on the medial aspect of the sole the shoe to 
generate a 24º subtalar inversion upon touchdown from a 60 cm forward jump onto a force plate.  
In this case researchers were interested in determining if subjects could maintain their balance 
and resist making contact with the lateral aspect of the foot to assess the dynamic capabilities of 
the peroneal musculature while wearing selected stabilizers. 
 For the purposes of this investigation, a custom-designed device was utilized to elicit the 
desired perturbation on the ankle while the subject performed a functional lateral movement.  
This device had the capability of resulting in an inversion stress on the subtalar joint at random 
intervals throughout the trial using the acceleration of gravity to carry out the perturbation.  In 
addition, the device was designed to reset automatically to allow seamless completion of each 
trial. 
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Figure 2:  Functional perturbation device 
 
 
 
 Situated within a 70”x37”x7” platform constructed of ¾” plywood (Figure 2), the 
functional component of this unique perturbation device consisted of a 20”x20”x1” aluminum 
plate that rotated on a single axis to permit inversion of the ankle in the frontal plane (Figure 3).  
The plate was offset from the center of the platform by 10” to permit a larger landing area 
opposite the direction of tilt of the plate.  The stable landing platform was constructed of two 
pieces, latched together in line with the center of rotation of the plate.  The entire surface of the 
platform was covered with a non-skid material to increase coefficient of friction and minimize 
subject slipping during the testing session.  The contact area of the plate was also covered with a 
non-skid material and a landing marker was applied with adhesive tape which served as a target 
for the subject during each trial to maximize standardization of the lateral jumping task.   
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Inversion platform 
   Upright locking mechanism 
Single axis of rotation 
 
 
Figure 3:  Functional component of ankle perturbation device 
 
 
 
 The mechanism for executing the repetitions of a particular trial were carried out by the 
coordinated effort of a series of switches placed in strategic locations beneath the plate.  An 
infrared laser positioned perpendicular to the path of the subject was utilized to indicate the 
initiation of each trial and to count each repetition within the trial.  A random number generator 
originating from a personal computer, and synchronized with the laser, determined when the 
locking mechanism of the plate was to be released to allow for a perturbation repetition to be 
executed.  A sprocket and chain attached to a DC motor at one end, and to the locking 
mechanism at the other, moved the locking mechanism into and out of position depending on the 
signal delivered from the random number generator (Figure 4a).   
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a. b. 
 
Figure 4:  Mechanism enabling release of plate creating perturbation of the ankle: (a) motor and sprocket/chain 
                    assembly; (b) locking mechanism in inverted position  
 
 When signaled to do so, the motor rotated the locking mechanism to a position that would 
enable a perturbation repetition to occur (Figure 4b).  The absence of the locking mechanism 
permitted movement from the neutral to the perturbated position.  The amplitude of the inversion 
perturbation was held constant at 20º by a rotation stopping block affixed to the frame of the 
device.  As a load was applied, a switch connected to the underside of the plate was broken, 
signaling subject contact.  More importantly, this signal was used to set an event marker 
indicating the onset of the perturbation and the period in the repetition when the reflex latency 
and time to peak amplitude measurements were to be initiated (Figure 5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5:  Switch designed to signal subject contact and indicate onset of perturbation 
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  This information was then synchronized with the EMG data to determine the length of 
the reflex latency period and the time elapsed to reach peak amplitude for both the peroneus 
longus and tibialis anterior.  A switch attached to the stopping block communicated with the 
plate and signaled the fully inverted position (Figure 6).  As the plate was unloaded, a 
counterweight facilitated its movement back to the neutral position.  This movement interrupted 
the communication between the plate and the switch on the stopping block and signaled the 
motor to return the locking mechanism to the upright and locked position. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6:  Switch designed to signal fully inverted position 
 
 
 
 
3.3.2. Ankle Orthoses 
 
 
 For this investigation, a traditional closed basketweave method of ankle taping was 
utilized as one mode of external support (Figure 7)[141].  This method employed the use of 1-1/2  
inch adhesive cloth tape, applying a series of three alternating stirrups and horseshoes to restrict 
motion of the talocrural joint.  Next, a figure-of-eight strap was applied followed by two 
consecutive heel locks to secure the subtalar joint.  The procedure was completed by applying 
circumferential strips to close any gaps in the tape and to anchor any loose ends.  An adhesive 
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 spray and layer of underwrap was applied to the lower leg prior to beginning the taping 
procedure to prevent any irritation from the tape-skin interface.  In the event that a subject 
reported an allergy to any of these materials, hypoallergenic replacement materials were 
available as an alternative.  All taping procedures were performed by the Principal Investigator 
in order to maintain consistency of this condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                   
   
Figure 7:  Closed basket weave ankle taping 
 
 
 
 The second mode of external support used was the McDavid™ 195 Ultralight Ankle 
Brace (McDavid Sports/Medical Products, Woodridge, IL) (Figure 8).  This is a soft orthosis, 
fashioned as a lace-up brace, with two subtalar straps that closely resemble the function of the 
heel lock mechanism of the cloth taping procedure.  This device is fitted according to the shoe 
size of the wearer.  It is slipped onto the foot and ankle over an athletic sock and laced 
sufficiently tight to provide compression to the joint while not compromising the subject’s 
comfort.  The straps are then alternately crossed over the dorsum of the foot and passed through 
the medial and lateral longitudinal arch where they are then secured by Velcro® fastening to the 
medial and lateral aspect of the lower leg.  
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Figure 8:  McDavid™ 195 Ultralight Ankle Brace 
 
 
 The third mode of external support was the Aircast® Air-SportTM (Aircast, Inc., Summit, 
NJ) (Figure 9).  This is a second generation air stirrup constructed of a nylon and neoprene shell 
with two semi-rigid lateral struts lined with a foam filled air cell on the surface that contacts the 
wearer’s leg.  This device is also fitted based on the shoe size of the wearer.  The brace is open in 
the back and is similarly slipped onto the foot and ankle over an athletic sock.  It is then secured 
by a single posterior strap to stabilize the lateral struts and finally by a single subtalar strap that 
obliquely crosses the dorsum of the foot and anterior lower leg to attach at the top of the brace by 
a Velcro® fastener. 
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Figure 9:  Aircast® Air-Sport™ 
 
 
 The order in which the external support conditions were assigned was counterbalanced 
using a Latin squares design, as suggested in Cochran and Cox,[142] in order to negate the order 
effect of the treatments, and was determined prior to the first testing session for each subject. 
 
3.3.3. Electromyography System 
 
 Electromyographic activity was recorded and assessed using the Noraxon Telemyo 
Electromyography System (Noraxon USA, Inc. Scottsdale, AZ).  The Telemyo system is a 
frequency modulated (FM) telemetry system.  EMG signals collected from the electrodes were 
passed through a single-ended amplifier (gain 500) to an eight channel FM transmitter.  A 
receiver unit obtained the telemetry signals from the transmitter where they were amplified and 
filtered (15 Hz low pass, 500 Hz high pass Butterworth filter, common mode rejection ratio of 
130 db).  Signals from the receiver were converted from analog to digital data by way of a PCM  
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 16S/12 (16 channel, 12 bit) A/D board (ComputerBoards, Middleboro, MA) at a rate of 1000 Hz.  
The digital data were collected and stored with Myoresearch 2.02 (Noraxon, Scottsdale, AZ) on 
a personal computer for data reduction. 
3.4.  Experimental Protocol 
Following the completion of informed consent and a brief screening to determine 
inclusion criteria had been satisfied, subjects were given an orientation of the testing procedures.  
The preparation and instrumentation being employed in the study was explained and 
demonstrated and subjects were given an opportunity to practice the functional protocol to be 
utilized.  In addition, subjects were required to complete a 10 minute warm-up on a bicycle 
ergometer to minimize the potential for injury during the testing procedures. 
 
3.4.1. EMG Acquisition 
 
 Prior to testing, the subject's skin was prepared by marking the midpoint of the muscle 
bellies of the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior.  This was followed by the removal of any 
visible hair, lightly abrading the area with a callous file and cleaning the skin with isopropyl 
alcohol to minimize skin-electrode impedance.  Electrode placement was accepted if resistance 
was <10 kΩ.  Two bipolar Ag/Ag-Cl surface electrodes (Medicotest, Inc., Rolling Meadows, IL) 
were then placed on the skin over the most prominent portion of the muscle bellies perpendicular 
to the line of function of the muscle fibers.  A single ground electrode was also placed on the 
anteromedial tibial flare (Figure 10).  Excessive movement of the wires connecting the electrodes 
to the FM transmitter was controlled with the use of foam underwrap and adhesive tape.  A five-
second isometric manual muscle test of each muscle was then conducted to ensure proper 
electrode placement and to verify minimal crosstalk between electrodes[135].  Reliability of 
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 surface electrode EMG has been previously established[143].  For this investigation, intraclass 
correlation coefficients were calculated within session for the peroneus longus (r=.73) and the 
tibialis anterior (r=.87).  In this case, surface EMG was found to be reliable and repeatable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10:  Electrode placement for EMG analysis of PL and TA 
 
 
 Two channels were used to measure the electrical activity of the peroneus longus and 
tibialis anterior.  EMG signals were conveyed to the FM transmitter worn by the subject in a 
custom back pack.  The receiver filtered and further amplified the analog signals before 
converting them to digital data by means of an A/D card (ComputerBoards PCM 16S/12,  
ComputerBoards, Inc., Middleboro, MA).  The signals were then passed to a computer where 
they were stored for offline processing.   
 
3.4.2. Testing Procedures 
 
 The specific testing procedures required each subject to perform a series of lateral jumps 
starting from a position on the landing platform of the perturbation device such that the dominant 
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 limb was adjacent to the moving plate.  The subject was instructed to jump onto the plate, 
making contact on the landing marker with the dominant limb only, followed by a return to the 
starting position as quickly as possible.  This sequence was continued for a total of 18 
repetitions, seven of which included a release of the locking mechanism of the plate to facilitate 
perturbation of the ankle when loaded.  Following each trial for a given condition, the subjects 
were given a period of two minutes to rest.  The procedure was then repeated a second time 
before the support condition was changed.  Any knowledge of when the platform was released 
by way of audible cues was eliminated by employing white noise (static) delivered through 
headphones to the subject.  A computer-generated flashing metronome set at 72 beats·min-1 was 
utilized to pace the subjects during the jumping task and to further standardize the procedures 
across subjects.  The repetitions for each condition in which a perturbation occurred were 
sampled to determine mean reflex latency and time to peak amplitude for each muscle.  All data 
for the four support conditions was collected in a single session, which took approximately 90 
minutes to complete.  All subjects were asked to wear similar cross-training athletic shoes. 
3.5.  Trial Data Reduction 
 Muscle reflex latency and time to peak amplitude was calculated for the peroneus longus 
and tibialis anterior (Figure 11).  Reflex latency was calculated as the time interval in 
milliseconds between the onset of the perturbation and a rise in the EMG amplitude of 3 standard 
deviations above the mean value of EMG activity at the instant immediately preceding foot 
contact with the rotating plate prior to perturbation [124, 136, 144].  Reflex latency durations 
within a 20ms and 150ms window (shadow box) following perturbation onset were considered 
legitimate as these values reflect the predicted response latency of a short or medium loop 
reflex[108, 110, 140, 144].  Trials in which the EMG values did not reach the 3SD threshold, or 
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 which fell outside of the 20-150 ms window, were not included in the analysis. Time to peak 
amplitude was calculated as the time in milliseconds within the same 20-150 ms window 
following perturbation when the highest amplitude of muscle activity was recorded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     
EMG Latency
Perturbation Onset Reflex Onset
Time to Peak 
Amplitude 
Measures of EMG Activity 
Figure 11:  Illustration of EMG with perturbation event, reflex onset and time to peak amplitude markers 
 
3.6.  Data Analysis 
 A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to 
determine if significant differences existed in reflex latency and time to peak amplitude for the 
peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscles across the four support conditions.  When 
applicable, this was followed by multiple dependent t-tests with Bonferroni corrections to 
identify which conditions were statistically different to address hypotheses described in Specific 
Aim 1.  From these tests, any differences that existed between the three support conditions were 
also established to address the hypotheses in Specific Aim 2.  Additionally, multiple independent 
t-tests were conducted to determine if any significant differences existed between the peroneus 
longus and tibialis anterior across the four support conditions to address hypotheses in Specific 
Aim 3.  Statistical significance was set a priori at an alpha level of p<.05. 
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4. RESULTS 
 
 
 
 The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of three selected modes of 
prophylactic support on measures of peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscle activity relative 
to a no support, control condition and calculated in response to a constant inversion perturbation 
amplitude of 20º.  A within-subject repeated measures design was utilized for this investigation.  
The dependent variables were 1) reflex latency measured as the time interval (milliseconds) 
between the onset of the perturbation and a three standard deviation rise from the muscle activity 
immediately prior to the perturbation; and 2) time to peak amplitude defined as the time 
(milliseconds) following perturbation when the greatest amount of muscle activity was recorded.  
Each was calculated independently for the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior respectively.  
The independent variable was prophylactic support with four conditions (control - no support; 
closed basketweave taping; McDavid™ 195 Ultralight Ankle Brace (McDavid Sports/Medical 
Products, Woodridge, IL); and Aircast® Air-Sport™ (Aircast, Inc., Summit, NJ). 
4.1.  Subject Characteristics 
 The subjects in this study consisted of 41 healthy male and female college-aged 
volunteers (21 males, 20 females).  Descriptive statistics (mean ± standard deviation) for subjects 
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 are presented in Table 1.  All of the participants were physically active, defined as taking part in 
moderate exercise at least three days per week for a minimum of 30 minutes each day.   
 Additionally, all subjects reported no history of injury to the lower extremities during a 
two year period prior to testing.  Finally, 39 of the 41 subjects were right foot dominant, defined 
as the foot that would be used to kick a ball.   
 
Table 1:   Subject characteristics 
 
 Males (21) Females (20) Total 
Age 21.9 ± 2.5 22.5 ± 2.7 22.2 ± 2.62 
Height (m) 1.80 ± .06 1.66 ± .06 1.73 ± .09 
Weight (kg) 81.56 ± 10.93 60.60 ± 6.02 71.08 ± 13.73 
 
 
4.2.  Muscle Reflex Latency 
 Muscle reflex latency for the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior was defined as the time 
period between the onset of the perturbation and a three standard deviation rise from the muscle 
activity immediately prior to the perturbation, and within a 20 ms to 150 ms window following 
perturbation onset which reflects the predicted response latency of an intermediate or long loop 
reflex.  The descriptive statistics (mean ± standard deviation) for muscle reflex latency data for 
the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior appear in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.  A graphical 
representation of the peroneus longus muscle reflex latency is presented in Figure 12, while the 
tibialis anterior is presented in Figure 13.  A separate one-way repeated measures ANOVA was 
used to evaluate the effect of prophylactic support condition on the reflex latencies of each of the 
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 two muscles in question.  When applicable, multiple dependent t-tests with Bonferroni 
corrections were conducted to identify which conditions were statistically different.   
 In calculating the reflex latency values for the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior, the 
selection of the criteria for reflex onset of 3 standard deviations resulted in attrition equal to six 
subjects for the peroneus longus and four subjects for the tibialis anterior.  The goal of these 
statistical tests was to average the maximum number of trials that would permit the maintenance 
of a power of P=.80 for a given sample size.  Considering this, the maximum number of three 
trials was arrived upon.  This resulted in n=35 (85%) and an observed power of P=.994 for the 
peroneus longus and n=37 (90%), P=.916 for the tibialis anterior. 
 Significant differences were observed across conditions for the peroneus longus 
(F=8.754, p<0.001) and tibialis anterior (F=5.162, p=0.002).  Statistical significance was set at 
p<0.008 for individual brace condition differences after Bonferroni correction was applied. 
Specifically, with respect to the peroneus longus, the lace-up brace condition demonstrated a 
significantly shorter reflex latency than the no brace (t=3.128, p=0.004) condition.  Additionally, 
the semi-rigid brace condition demonstrated statistically significant shorter reflex latencies than 
the no brace (t=4.042, p<0.001) and tape (t=4.197, p<0.001) conditions respectively.  No 
significant differences were observed when comparing the tape condition to the no brace          
(t=-0.266, p=0.16) and lace-up brace (t=2.661, p=0.01) conditions respectively nor when 
comparing the lace-up and semi-rigid (t=1.232, p=0.16) brace conditions.  
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 Table 2:  Muscle reflex latencies for peroneus longus across four conditions 
 
Brace Condition Peroneus Longus (n=35) 
No Brace 81.14 ± 35.75 
Tape 79.19 ± 31.94 
Lace-up Brace 59.51 ± 27.14 
Semi-Rigid Brace 52.90 ± 21.61 
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Figure 12:  Peroneus longus muscle reflex latencies 
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  For the tibialis anterior, the lace-up brace condition demonstrated a statistically 
significant shorter reflex latency than the no brace (t=3.708, p<0.001) condition.  Non-significant 
values were observed when comparing the tape condition to the no brace (t=-2.038, p=0.05), 
lace-up (t=1.507, p=0.13), and semi rigid (t=1.468, p=0.14) brace conditions; the lace-up to the 
semi-rigid (t=0.074, p=0.16) conditions; and the semi-rigid and no brace (t=-2.703, p=0.01) 
conditions. 
 
Table 3:  Muscle reflex latencies for tibialis anterior across four conditions 
 
 
 
Brace Condition Tibialis Anterior (n=37) 
No Brace 80.26 ± 25.48 
Tape 69.32 ± 27.11 
Lace-up Brace 59.86 ± 23.15 
Semi-Rigid Brace 59.52 ± 28.31 
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Figure 13:  Tibialis anterior muscle reflex latencies 
   
4.3.  Time to Peak Amplitude 
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 condition on the time to peak amplitude of the two muscles.  When applicable, multiple 
dependent t-tests with Bonferroni corrections were conducted to identify which conditions were 
statistically different.   
 Significant differences were observed across conditions for the tibialis anterior (F=7.533, 
p<0.001).  Statistical significance was set at p<0.008 for individual brace condition differences 
after Bonferroni correction was applied.  Specifically, the lace-up brace condition demonstrated 
statistically significant shorter time to peak amplitude than the no brace (t=2.815, p=0.007) 
condition.  Additionally, the semi-rigid brace condition demonstrated a statistically significant 
shorter time to peak amplitude value than the no brace (t=3.474, p=0.001) and tape (t=4.154, 
p<0.001) conditions respectively.  Non-significant values were observed for the tibialis anterior 
when comparing the tape to the no brace (t=-0.160, p=.16) and lace-up brace (t=2.298, p=0.026) 
conditions, as well as when comparing the lace up to the semi-rigid (t=1.050, p=0.16) brace 
condition.  No significant differences were observed across any of the brace conditions for the 
peroneus longus (F=2.378, p=0.073).  
 
Table 4:    Time to peak amplitude for peroneus longus across four conditions 
 
 
 
 
Brace Condition Peroneus Longus (n=41) 
No Brace 115.98 ± 29.52 
Tape 113.52 ± 31.72 
Lace-up Brace 106.28 ± 29.02 
Semi-Rigid Brace 101.59 ± 25.36 
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Figure 14:  Peroneus longus time to peak amplitude 
 
 
Table 5:    Time to peak amplitude for tibialis anterior across four conditions 
 
Brace Condition Tibialis Anterior (n=41) 
No Brace 118.13 ± 25.36 
Tape 117.47 ± 26.88 
Lace-up Brace 102.37 ± 29.64 
Semi-Rigid Brace 96.15 ± 28.08 
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Figure 15:  Tibialis anterior time to peak amplitude 
 
4.4.  Comparison of Peroneus Longus and Tibialis Anterior 
 Independent t-tests were utilized to determine if any statistically significant differences in 
muscle reflex latency and time to peak amplitude respectively existed between the peroneus 
longus and tibialis anterior across the four prophylactic support conditions.  Descriptive statistics 
(mean ± standard deviation) for muscle reflex latency data for the peroneus longus and tibialis 
anterior appear in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.  A graphical representation of the peroneus 
longus and tibialis anterior muscle reflex latency comparison data is presented in Figure 16.  No 
statistically significant differences were observed between the peroneus longus and tibialis 
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 anterior with respect to muscle reflex latency for the no brace (t=.025, p=0.98), tape (t=1.431, 
p=0.16), lace-up (t=.139, p=0.89), or semi-rigid (t=-1.12, p=0.27) conditions. 
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Figure 16:  Peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscle reflex latency comparisons   
 
  
     Relative to time to peak amplitude, descriptive statistics (mean ± standard deviation) for 
the peroneus longus appear in Table 4 and for the tibialis anterior in Table 5.  A graphical 
representation of the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior time to peak amplitude data is 
presented in Figure 17.  No statistically significant differences were observed between the 
peroneus longus and tibialis anterior with respect to time to peak amplitude for the no brace    
(t=-.335, p=0.72), tape (t=-.609, p=0.55), lace-up (t=.602, p=0.55), or semi-rigid (t=.919, 
p=0.36) conditions. 
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Figure 17:  Peroneus longus and tibialis anterior time to peak amplitude comparisons 
 
4.5.  Summary 
 The results of this study support the proposed hypothesis for Specific Aim 1.  All of the 
brace conditions were shown to demonstrate shorter reflex latencies than the no brace condition 
for both the peroneus longus and the tibialis anterior.  In particular, the reflex latencies for the 
lace-up and semi-rigid brace conditions were significantly shorter than the no brace condition 
with respect to the peroneus longus.  Additionally, reflex latency for semi-rigid brace condition 
was also shown to be significantly shorter than the tape condition.  Similar results were observed 
relative to the tibialis anterior, although only the lace-up brace condition was shown to produce 
significantly shorter reflex latencies than the no brace condition.  As for the time to peak 
amplitude variable, similar findings were observed in that all brace condition values were shown 
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 to be shorter than the no brace condition for both the peroneus longus and the tibialis anterior.  
However, statistically significant differences were only seen in the tibialis anterior, in particular 
when comparing the lace-up and semi-rigid braces to the no brace condition and also when 
comparing the semi-rigid brace to the tape condition. 
 The hypothesis for Specific Aim 2 was not supported by the results of this study.  As 
eluded to previously, the results of multiple dependent t-tests with Bonferroni corrections 
demonstrated that the semi-rigid brace condition elicited significantly improved reflex latency 
values in the peroneus longus and time to peak amplitude values in the tibialis anterior when 
compared to the tape condition. 
 The hypothesis for Specific Aim 3 was also supported by the results of this study.  The 
results of independent t-tests comparing the peroneus longus to the tibialis anterior demonstrated 
that no statistically significant differences existed between the two muscles under any of the 
brace conditions. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
 Ankle sprains are among the most common injuries occurring in sports.  The vast 
majority of these sprains involve the lateral ligaments of the ankle following a rapid and 
unanticipated plantarflexion and inversion force applied to the weight bearing lower extremity.  
The ability of prophylactic stabilization to minimize the impact of these inversion forces on the 
ankle has long been a topic of investigation.  One explanation for this effect has typically been 
ascribed to the mechanical properties of these stabilizers to limit subtalar joint motion[11, 17, 19, 
57, 58], while another has been the ability of the orthoses to influence sensorimotor elements of 
the static and dynamic structures that cross the ankle[24, 31, 43, 103, 116-118, 120, 121].  A 
number of methodological approaches to mimic the types of forces observed which result in 
damage to the lateral stabilizing components of the ankle have been attempted previously.  
Traditional methodology has employed static stance instrumentation to assess the effectiveness 
of various prophylactic interventions.  More recently dynamic models have been developed to 
investigate the influence of a functional perturbation on reflex responses of the musculature 
surrounding the ankle using drop landings and lateral movements designed to simulate an 
inversion mechanism.  While these designs have improved researchers’ ability to make 
predictions as to the types of responses expected during conditions that represent those which 
often precipitate ankle injury, a more realistic model including continuous functional activity 
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 accompanied by a dynamic perturbation has yet to be introduced.  The purpose of this study, 
therefore, was to determine the impact of three selected modes of prophylactic support on 
measures of peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscle activity compared to a no support, 
control condition in response to a random inversion perturbation while performing a dynamic 
lateral task.  The three modes of prophylactic support included closed basketweave taping, 
McDavid™ 195 Ultralight Ankle Brace (McDavid Sports/Medical Products, Woodridge, IL), 
and Aircast® Air-Sport™ (Aircast, Inc., Summit, NJ).  It was hypothesized that the three modes 
of prophylactic support would all contribute to a reduction in reflex latency and time to peak 
amplitude as measured by surface EMG.  It was further hypothesized that no differences would 
be elicited between the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior relative to the same measures of 
muscle activity within each brace condition. 
 The results of this study demonstrated the that application of a prophylactic support may 
be beneficial in reducing the response times of selected lower leg musculature, thus minimizing 
the effects of a rapid and unexpected inversion injury mechanism.  In particular, the lace-up and 
semi-rigid braces used in this study appeared to be the most effective in stimulating faster muscle 
onsets and more rapid attainment of peak amplitude values which may contribute to attenuating 
the forces observed during a demanding physical task among a sample of healthy, physically 
active subjects.   
 Under all brace conditions, reflex latency and time to peak amplitude values were shown 
to consistently decrease when compared to the no brace control.  In general, from a statistical 
standpoint, the lace-up and semi-rigid brace conditions demonstrated the best performance 
relative to the peroneus longus on measures of reflex latency, while these same interventions  
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 were shown to significantly improve time to peak amplitude measures in the tibialis anterior.  
The semi-rigid brace condition was further shown to elicit statistically shorter reflex latency and 
time to peak amplitude values that the tape condition. 
 A detailed discussion of these results as they relate to the uniqueness of this methodology 
will follow.  In addition, an overview of the historical explanations purporting the mechanisms 
for the effectiveness of ankle taping and bracing as well as the degree to which the findings of 
this current study contribute to supporting or refuting the prevailing literature as to the role of 
ankle taping and bracing in stimulating the sensorimotor system in response to an ankle inversion 
perturbation will be discussed. 
5.1.  Current Methodology 
 To date, the preponderance of research investigating the effects of a sudden inversion 
perturbation[29, 33, 41, 42, 63, 103, 124-129, 131, 145-148] has been accomplished through the 
use of various forms of mechanized platforms under static and quasi-static conditions.  The most 
significant limitation of these studies is that the methodology does not permit extrapolation of the 
results to reflect the conditions that normally result in ankle injury.  The introduction of a 
dynamic task has been described in recent work examining the effects of ankle bracing on EMG 
and ground reaction force variables[25] as well as the impact of a drop landings on measures of 
peroneal reflex response[36, 140].  Despite improvements in their design, these studies, too, fall 
short of accurately replicating the mechanism that contributes ankle injury during a functionally 
demanding task.   
 The current study introduced an innovative instrument designed to allow continuous 
motion and random execution of an inversion perturbation.  Coupled with traditional EMG 
measurements, this appears to be the first in vivo model to examine the reactive responses of the 
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 muscles most often cited as being responsible for providing dynamic restraint to plantarflexion 
and inversion of the ankle.  In contrast to previous studies examining the dynamic reflex 
response characteristics of ankle musculature to an inversion perturbation from a static starting 
position, this study was able to bring to light the impact of muscle pre-activation during a more 
challenging dynamic task which serves to increase the intrinsic stiffness of the joint and thus 
heighten the sensitivity of the dynamic restraints.  Along with the positive influence provided by 
the prophylactic support through increased compression of sensory afferents and improved 
mechanical stabilization, the current methodology is unique in its ability to more appropriately 
describe the effects of ankle prophylaxis in response to an inversion perturbation.  While the 
results reached in the current investigation may be similar, in some cases, to those found in 
earlier work, the degree of the muscular response observed in this study is likely to be more 
representative of the expected response during functional activity.  Of significance in this study 
and those like it that have employed a more dynamic task is the increased velocity of the 
inversion moment.  As would be expected, the velocity of rotation has been shown to be much 
greater (595º·s-1) during jumping on a tilting surface[149] as compared with previous static 
stance studies (up to 200º·s-1)[124, 130, 144], the difference being attributed to the greater impact 
observed during the jumping task.  Equally as important when considering comparisons between 
this current study and previous investigations into the influence of prophylactic support is the 
lack of standardized criteria for defining the reflex onset, which varied from 3-10 standard 
deviations[124, 144, 150], or a percentage of EMG activity[42, 139], above resting baseline 
values, or as the first electrical activity following the beginning of the perturbation[33, 41, 42, 
130].  In addition, the wide variety of brace types used in previous research poses a challenge for 
making any direct comparisons between the current findings and those of published results 
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 examining the effectiveness of the interventions used in providing a level of prophylaxis.  
Nevertheless, the instrumentation employed in and the resultant findings from this study 
represent a positive shift toward providing more accurate information as to the reactive 
properties of the lower leg musculature and the capabilities of prophylactic support to enhance 
the protective dynamic restraint mechanism in order to minimize the effects of an ankle inversion 
injury. 
5.2.  Explanations for the Effectiveness of Prophylactic Support 
 Ankle taping and bracing have been used to decrease the incidence and severity of ankle 
joint injury for many years [28, 45, 49].  The results of this current study demonstrate that taping 
and bracing the ankle may contribute to protecting the joint through an enhanced dynamic 
restraint mechanism leading to greater joint stabilization.  A large body of evidence exists 
purporting the effectiveness of ankle taping and bracing in reducing the impact of a forced 
inversion when compared to the unprotected joint[14, 25, 30, 32, 45, 48-55, 57, 58, 61, 97, 99, 
104-107].  The explanation for this improved stabilization has been attributed to a number of 
schools of thought that include mechanical joint restriction, damping of angular acceleration and 
velocity, and contributions to sensorimotor facilitation. 
 
5.2.1. Mechanical Joint Restriction 
 
 The first explanation for the effectiveness of prophylactic support centers on the theory 
that the tape or brace should offer protection against excessive inversion motion and provide an 
increase in rotational stiffness arising from the material properties of the orthoses(ren00).  The 
results in this study demonstrate the three support conditions were increasingly more successful 
in generating a reflex response more quickly from the tape to the lace-up to the semi-rigid brace 
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 conditions in both the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior.  This is likely a function of the 
progressively increasing tensile strength and rotational stiffness of each of these support 
conditions which helped to limit excessive motion at the subtalar joint.  This explanation is 
supported by the work of Gross et al.[21] who examined inversion and eversion ROM before and 
after a 10 minute exercise bout and compared results using tape and a semi-rigid brace.  Post-
application and post-exercise ankle ROM was significantly less than pre-application motion for 
both treatment groups.  Following exercise, however, inversion motion was significantly greater 
than pre-exercise motion for the tape condition while the semi-rigid brace provided significantly 
greater restriction of joint motion than the tape.   Similar evidence was reported by Greene et 
al.[11] who demonstrated inversion support provided by semi-rigid brace application was 
reduced by only 8% following 90 minutes of exercise as compared to a 35% decline during lace-
up brace application.  Further, the restrictive properties of ankle taping have been shown to 
decrease after 20 minutes of volleyball practice, whereas inversion restriction properties in a 
semi-rigid brace were maintained after three hours of practice[55].   
 The effective restraint characteristics of taping and bracing during exercise have also 
demonstrated similar results.  Martin et al.[151] compared the effects of taping with lace-up and 
semi-rigid support braces using video analysis and found that all three conditions offered 
significant pre-activity restriction of active ankle inversion.  A 20 minute obstacle course 
protocol was inserted between bouts of walking and running on an 8.5º laterally tilted treadmill 
and it was shown that inversion restriction was significantly greater in the lace-up and semi-rigid 
brace conditions compared to the tape.  These differences were most dramatic during the running 
phase of the treadmill bout.  The differences between the lace-up and semi-rigid braces were 
regarded as negligible. 
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  These findings have led many investigators to conclude that a semi-rigid or lace-up brace 
is preferable to taping in providing a mechanical restraint to subtalar joint motion during exercise 
lasting more than 10 minutes[11, 23, 55, 151].  In a recent meta-analysis[152], statistical 
comparisons of various research published in this area led to the formation of several consensus 
statements regarding the effects of taping and bracing on restricting inversion range of motion.  
In essence, semi-rigid braces restricted inversion ROM 21.3% more than tape and 26.2% more 
than lace-up braces.  Further, after exercise, semi-rigid braces restricted inversion ROM 72.1% 
more than tape and 59.5% more than lace-up braces[152].   
 There is little evidence, however, to suggest that any support intervention possesses the 
mechanical capability to protect joint ligaments from the kinds of harmful loads responsible for 
causing injury as the nature of such interventions are designed to protect the wearer from 
excessive joint translations at the end range of motion.  Additionally, current modeling is 
restricted in its ability to recreate, in a laboratory setting, the angular displacements, forces and 
speeds experienced during real life situations[18]. 
 
5.2.2. Damping of Angular Acceleration and Velocity 
 
 A second explanation for the mechanical effectiveness of taping and bracing involves the 
ability of the stabilizer to reduce time to inversion and inversion velocity.  The findings of this 
investigation point to the shorter reflex latencies and time to peak amplitude values observed, 
particularly in the lace-up and semi-rigid brace conditions which may result in a more effective 
dynamic response to sudden inversion and an ability to slow both the rate and magnitude of the 
inversion provocation.  Recent investigations have corroborated this claim, demonstrating a 
significant decrease in rearfoot inversion average velocity with the use of adhesive tape and a 
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 lace-up and semi-rigid brace[19, 148, 153, 154] when compared to a control condition.  
Additionally, the application of a semi-rigid stirrup was shown to substantially decrease 
inversion average velocity in comparison with taping[19, 148] and a lace-up brace[153].  These 
studies suggest that ankle prophylaxes may be effective in attenuating the forces that cause 
subtalar joint inversion during a simulated ankle injury.   
 The ability to quantify rearfoot angular velocity and acceleration can provide detailed 
information regarding the mechanical properties of ankle taping and bracing above and beyond 
angular displacement which is concerned only with change in position of the subtalar joint over 
time.  It does not measure the rate at which the change in angular position occurs and often times 
it is the rate of displacement and not the displacement itself that dictates the severity of the joint 
injury.  The viscoelastic properties of external supports like the ones used in this current study 
can differ significantly as can the levels of strain that each can withstand, depending on the rate 
at which the stress is applied.  As such it is quite possible that different modes of ankle support 
may offer the same amount of joint restriction but demonstrate entirely different strain 
rates[155].  This is clearly an area deserving of further investigation. 
 
5.2.3. Contribution to Sensorimotor Facilitation 
 
 While the effects of taping and bracing on the kinematics of the ankle joint have been 
studied extensively, the ability of these interventions to influence proprioception and facilitate 
improvement in sensorimotor function has been less well chronicled.  Historical evidence 
suggesting the main function of ankle taping and bracing is a mechanical one is well 
established[102].  The results of this study offer evidence of the contribution of taping and 
bracing on the enhancement of sensorimotor function.  In particular, the lace-up and semi-rigid 
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 brace conditions were shown to significantly improve peroneus longus reflex latency and tibialis 
anterior time to peak amplitude.   As such, it appears these orthoses are effective in heightening 
the sensitivity of the peripheral afferent receptors housed in and around the ankle joint which 
facilitates improved proprioception and greater sensorimotor control of joint functions.   
 The work of Feuerbach et al.[116] supports the findings of this current experiment.  
These researchers demonstrated postural sway measurements were decreased in the 
anteroposterior and mediolateral directions following the application of a semi-rigid brace.  This 
improved performance was attributed to enhanced proprioceptive input in a follow-up study in 
which the effect of the brace on joint position sense was measured before and after the 
introduction of joint anesthesia.  No differences in error measurements were observed between 
the anesthetized and nonanesthetized conditions; however constant and variable errors in 
matching reference points were significantly less with the brace when compared to the no brace 
condition.  The researchers concluded that ligament mechanoreceptors contributed little to ankle 
joint proprioception when measuring joint replication.  Afferent feedback from the cutaneous 
receptors in the foot and lower leg, on the other hand, was said to be enhanced following 
application of the semi-rigid brace[121].  Simoneau et al.[156] offered further evidence of this 
enhanced proprioception by demonstrating improvements in joint position sense following the 
application of tape straps to the skin over the lateral ankle.  Similarly, Matsusaka[157] reported a 
two week earlier correction in postural sway with the application of tape strips over the lateral 
ankle.  Each of these studies attributed the enhanced effects of the tape to increased afferent 
input from cutaneous receptors stimulated by traction of the skin by the tape.  In another study of 
joint position sense, the positive effects of external support were reported where tape, a lace-up 
brace and a semi-rigid brace were compared.  The lace-up brace was shown to generate less 
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 angle reproduction error than the semi-rigid brace and tape.  All three treatments were 
significantly improved over the control condition.  In a similar study[103], the effects of a lace-
up brace and adhesive tape resulted in enhanced plantarflexion and inversion joint replication.   
 The mechanism for the improved performance demonstrated in all of these studies 
increasingly points to the heightened sensitivity of the peripheral afferents that populate the area 
about the ankle and lower leg.  This heightened sensitivity not only contributes to improved joint 
position sense, but has also been linked to a protective reflex response following joint 
perturbation.  Several measurement techniques have been used to explain this proprioceptive 
effect including peroneus longus reflex latency[33, 110, 158, 159] and reflex amplitude 
measures[102, 110].  While the findings in these studies are not wholly consistent or in 
agreement with one another, the mechanism for this enhanced proprioception appears to be 
related to the compression afforded the lower leg and ankle joint which stimulates peripheral 
afferent receptors found in ligament, muscle, joint capsule and cutaneous tissue around the ankle 
and has been described in greater detail in a previous section (section 2.5).  These results support 
the findings in this study as well.   
 Several investigators have measured the reaction time, or latency, of the peroneal and 
tibialis anterior muscles in response to a simulated ankle injury mechanism[41, 42, 126-128, 130, 
131, 139].  Few have examined the impact of ankle taping and bracing on measures of peroneus 
longus latency[33, 110, 158, 159] and reflex amplitude measures[102, 110].  
5.2.3.1. Role of Taping and Bracing on Reflex Latency 
 
 
 The current study demonstrated the application of external ankle support was effective in 
decreasing peroneus longus and tibialis anterior reflex latencies when compared to a no support 
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 control.  More specifically, the lace-up and semi-rigid brace conditions were shown to 
significantly decrease peroneus longus reflex latency, while the lace-up brace alone was 
successful in significantly decreasing the reflex latency of the tibialis anterior relative to the no 
support control.  In addition, the semi-rigid brace performed significantly better than the tape on 
measures of peroneus longus latency as well.  These results appear to be supported by the 
findings of Glick et al.[160] who first demonstrated a possible benefit to prophylactic support 
beyond its obvious mechanical influence.  The researchers found that by taping the ankles of 
subjects with known clinical instability, the peroneal muscles were observed to contract prior to 
heel strike during a running task.  This suggested a possible proprioceptive benefit to taping[54, 
110] or bracing[102] the ankle.  These results were confirmed by Karlsson et al.[33] who 
measured peroneal latencies in a group of subjects with chronic ankle instability and found the 
taped ankles demonstrated faster reaction times than the unsupported ankles in response to a 
rapid inversion.  The finding in this study that taping did not significantly improve peroneus 
longus or tibialis anterior reflex latency was supported by several investigations that have 
reported no change in peroneal muscle latency after the application of adhesive tape.  Alt et 
al.[158], using a sample of healthy ankles, found no change in peroneus longus latency before or 
after exercise.  Similar results were described by Lohrer et al.[110] who found no differences 
between taped and untaped ankles before and after exercise when subjected to an ankle sprain 
simulation.  Further, our evidence of a significant improvement in reflex latency following the 
application of a brace was inconsistent with the findings of Cordova et al.[159] who 
demonstrated peroneal latencies were not affected by sudden inversion following the application 
of a lace-up or semi-rigid brace.  It could be argued that in these latter three experiments[110, 
158, 159] as well as in the current study where ankle taping was found to not influence peroneus 
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 longus or tibialis anterior latency, the challenge presented was not adequately sufficient to 
stimulate a response from the muscles in question.  Couple this with the use of subjects with no 
known history of ankle injury and it is plausible to explain the differences described by these 
authors versus those of Glick et al.[160] and Karlsson et al.[33].   
5.2.3.2. Role of Taping and Bracing on Time to Peak Amplitude 
 
 
 The results of this study on measures of time to peak amplitude once again demonstrated 
the lace-up and semi-rigid braces were superior to taping.  However, these findings were only 
elicited in the tibialis anterior where the time to peak amplitude values for the two braces were 
shown to be significantly better than the no support control.  In addition, the semi-rigid brace 
condition generated significantly faster time to peak amplitude values than the tape condition.  
None of the treatment conditions had a significant effect on the time to peak amplitude values 
calculated for the peroneus longus.  Although the magnitude of these amplitude values was not 
calculated for direct comparative purposes, certain inferences can be drawn between these 
findings and those who have previously measured the magnitude of the peak amplitude.  Lohrer 
et al.[110], for example, demonstrated a significantly greater proprioceptive amplification ratio 
(ratio of integrated EMG activity over the maximum angular displacement) after the application 
of adhesive tape.  These increases were attributed to a proprioceptive activated effect of taping 
which contributed to not only a reduction in angular displacement, but also a reduction in the 
angular velocity.  This reduction in velocity enabled the functional reflexes to be exercised more 
quickly in an effort to protect the joint.  The tibialis anterior is most active during the first part of 
the stance phase (heel strike) as it is eccentrically contracting to absorb the shock of the body’s 
weight and to dampen the plantarflexion moment[110].  In the presence of an ankle injury 
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 mechanism, tibialis anterior activity continues in an effort to slow the plantarflexion component 
of supination to avoid injury to the lateral ligaments of the ankle[161].  Application of an 
external support may assist in facilitating the proprioceptive activated effect described by 
Lohrer[110] to hasten the response of the tibialis anterior as demonstrated by the lace-up and 
semi-rigid brace conditions in this current study.   
 While such a response was neither observed nor measured in the peroneus longus in this 
study, other authors have reported inconsistent findings related to the reflex amplitude of the 
peroneus longus following both acute and long-term application of tape and bracing.  
Cordova[37] demonstrated peroneus longus peak amplitude was significantly enhanced 
immediately following the application of a lace-up brace.  The same result was observed after 8 
weeks of use.  Interestingly, the lace-up brace resulted in greater peak amplitude than the semi-
rigid stirrup.  It was postulated that this effect was due to increased afferent information provided 
to the central nervous system primarily by cutaneous mechanoreceptors and perhaps other joint 
mechanoreceptors.  The fact that the lace-up brace covered more surface area than the semi-rigid 
stirrup may have meant more receptors were being stimulated.  No other data exists, however, to 
explain the influence of ankle bracing on peroneus longus reflex amplitude[37].  In this current 
study, no differences were observed between the lace-up and semi-rigid braces for either the 
peroneus longus or tibialis anterior time to peak amplitude.  This may be explained by the nature 
of the semi-rigid brace (Figure 9) used in this study which incorporates a neoprene component 
across the anterior aspect of the brace into its construction allowing for greater surface area 
contact, similar to that of the lace-up brace.  Neoprene sleeves and braces have been shown to 
have a positive effect on knee[35, 119, 162] and shoulder[163] proprioception by providing a 
more uniform circumferential compression.  In the ankle, and in particular with the brace used in 
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 this study, this enhanced compression likely stimulated more peripheral afferent receptors than 
other types of semi-rigid braces would, narrowing the differences seen in the Cordova study[37]. 
 In contrast to Cordova’s findings, Alt et al.[158] reported a decrease in the integrated 
EMG of the peroneus longus following the application of tape.  The researchers, however, 
portrayed this finding as a positive one suggesting the mechanical stiffness caused by the tape 
contributed to enhanced joint stability.  Joint stability was influenced positively by 
neuromuscular, proprioceptive and physiological processes, characterized by relatively increased 
EMG activity[158]. 
 Based on this evidence, it appears taping and bracing have an excitatory effect on the 
muscles responsible for stabilizing the ankle against inversion mechanisms.  This further 
supports the theory that ankle taping and bracing positively enhance the dynamic defense 
mechanism through heightened input from somatosensory afferent mechanoreceptors[155]. 
 In the absence of significant comparative data, we are left to speculate as to the observed 
effects of the ankle support interventions used in this study.  All of the treatment conditions 
demonstrated at least some improvement in peroneus longus and tibialis anterior reflex latency 
and time to peak amplitude relative to the no support control under the unique conditions 
introduced in this study.  It is apparent that these results cannot be explained simply by the 
mechanical effect offered by these interventions since the magnitude of the perturbation 
employed did not approach the terminal range of ankle inversion motion nor that which would be 
expected to cause tissue damage.  However, growing evidence from previous research has 
demonstrated the application of ankle tape or a brace influences proprioceptive input to the 
central nervous system[37, 103, 121, 156], which may be equally as important as the mechanical 
effects offered by the external support.   
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 5.3.  Contribution of Ankle Prophylaxis to Functional Joint Stability 
 Evidence has been provided which illustrates the facilitative effects of external ankle 
support application on heightened afferent receptor stimulation resulting in greater muscle 
spindle sensitivity and faster reflex activation in the presence of a perturbation provocation.  
However, this increased muscle spindle sensitivity is also said to have an effect on active muscle 
stiffness thereby increasing stiffness of the joint and contributing to improved functional joint 
stability[93].   
 Joint stiffness is mediated by all of the static and dynamic structures that surround and 
are contained within a joint and has been defined as the ratio of the change in force to the change 
in length of a given tissue[90].  In muscle, total active stiffness consists of two components, 
intrinsic and reflex mediated stiffness.  Intrinsic stiffness is dependent on the viscoelastic 
properties of the contractile apparatus (muscle) and passive tissues (tendon and fascia) as well as 
the number of actomyosin bonds at a given moment.  The greater the number of actomyosin 
bonds present at a given level of muscle contraction, the greater the preparatory activation of that 
muscle, owing to increased intrinsic stiffness.  This is a function of preceding reflexes and 
descending influences of the α-γ-motoneuron pool.  Because intrinsic stiffness is always present, 
it is widely considered the body’s first line of defense against perturbation[90, 93, 161].   
 Reflex mediated stiffness arises from increased reflexive neural activation of the α-
motoneuron pool.  This is largely dependent on the sensitivity of the primary muscle spindle 
afferents and their influence on autogenetic and heterogenetic reflexes as well as descending 
neural commands.  Ligament receptors, as well as receptors in the muscle, joint capsule and skin 
have the capability of significantly heightening the sensitivity of the muscle spindle afferents, 
which in return plays a critical role in regulating muscle stiffness through activation of the α-
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 motoneuron pool.  Therefore if ligament and other receptors significantly contribute to reflex-
mediated muscle stiffness and intrinsic stiffness is reliant upon preceding reflexes, then it can be 
said that the role of these receptors is of equal importance to intrinsic stiffness as well, thus 
providing protection from potentially harmful joint rotations[92, 93]. 
 Increased muscle stiffness contributes to increased joint stiffness.  This is particularly 
beneficial in the presence of compromised joint stability as increased intrinsic stiffness enhances 
reflex-mediated stiffness by transmitting loads to the muscle spindles more quickly, thereby 
reducing the delay associated with the initiation of a reflex response.  Other variables such as 
eletromechanical delay may also be diminished in muscles with heightened activation and 
greater intrinsic stiffness.  As such, both the initial resistance to joint displacement and the ability 
to generate a more efficient reflex response are products of greater intrinsic stiffness[63, 92, 93].     
 At the ankle, it has been shown that reflex-mediated stiffness has the potential to double 
the overall stiffness of the joint[90].  Despite this, many researchers agree that the peroneal 
muscles cannot react quickly enough to protect the ankle from injury in cases of sudden 
inversion[42, 130, 164].  Mathematical and cadaveric models suggest it takes 40 ms to reach the 
limit of physiological range of inversion[164].  However, the first measurable eversion torque 
has been reported to surface anywhere from 100 to several hundred milliseconds following the 
initiation of a perturbation mechanism[127, 144].  As such, it does not seem possible that an 
active response to a sudden inversion can be established in time to protect the lateral capsule and 
ligaments.  This hypothesis, though, is based on the assumption that the inversion moment 
proceeds in the absence of any mitigating factors that can inhibit this process such as peroneal 
muscle preparatory activity, the application of an external ankle stabilizer, or both[165].   
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  In a study comparing healthy and unstable ankles[131], research has demonstrated that 
motor response time (80 ms) was shorter than total inversion time (105-110 ms) when subjects 
were exposed to a sudden and unexpected 50º inversion of the ankle.  This points to the need for 
early control of inversion, which is lacking in unstable ankles, and that there may be time for the 
start of a protective muscle intervention before the inversion reaches 50º.  The authors were 
careful to mention, however, that an ample recruitment of motor units is necessary to generate 
sufficient power to actually decelerate the falling body weight and that further research is needed 
to determine if this can be accomplished in the 25-30 ms observed in this study[131]. 
 Konradsen et al.[144] have illustrated that the application of a brace decreased the time 
interval for subjects to generate maximal eversion torque by 25%.  When coupled with sub-
maximal pre-activation of the peroneal muscles, this time was reduced by nearly 79%.  This was 
characterized as a biomechanical adaptation either by forcing a static, concentrically activated 
muscle into a dynamic eccentric state or as a result of increased excitability due to the isometric 
contraction.  These results highlight the fact that not only is ankle bracing effective in increasing 
muscle fiber activation but that they may also significantly contribute to increased preparatory 
muscle activation[144]. 
 Ankle taping and bracing has the capacity to resist inversion by increasing the rotational 
stiffness of the subtalar joint to forced inversion.  In the presence of such forces, however, the 
inversion moment must be resisted by a combination of the neuromuscular system activity, 
namely the stiffness of the passive and dynamic components of the joint, and the rotational 
stiffness of the support applied about the subtalar joint axis.  As such, the application of some 
form of external support facilitates the absorption of greater resistance upon contact with the 
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 ground and in turn the forces placed on the ligaments and muscles supporting the ankle are 
increasingly attenuated relative to the stiffness of the support being employed[36]. 
 Taping or bracing the ankle also plays a role in normalizing subtalar joint positioning in a 
more neutral alignment.  In landing tasks, this may be beneficial in preventing excessive 
inversion and permitting adequate time for the dynamic restraints to generate an eversion torque 
response[36]. 
 The finding in the current study that as the tensile properties of the support condition 
increased, the performance measures were also improved is supported by a recent study in which 
the effects of three types of ankle braces were examined (1lace-up, 2 semi-rigid) in subjects 
attempting to resist a 24º ankle inversion.  Participants were asked to perform a single leg jump 
landing with a 27 mm high fulcrum affixed to the sole of the shoe.  It was the goal of the 
researchers to determine if the braces impacted the success rate of the subjects’ ability to resist 
an unwanted inversion stimulus if given no advanced knowledge of the presence of the fulcrum 
on the shoe.  The results indicated that all three brace conditions increased the subjects’ success 
rates in resisting the inversion stimulus when compared to the no brace control.  Further, the two 
semi-rigid braces were more effective than the lace-up brace in preventing inversion[36].   
 Based on its construction, it is clear that the semi-rigid brace is more restrictive than the 
lace-up brace and tape.  However, as mentioned previously, the restrictive properties of ankle 
support play a role only at the physiological limits of joint motion.  We have provided evidence 
that the peroneus longus and tibialis anterior muscles, on the other hand, are active long before 
this physiological limit is reached, perhaps suggesting the ankle support plays an equally 
important role in stimulating the dynamic restraint mechanism to facilitate greater joint stiffness 
in addition to its mechanical function. 
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  Several authors[31, 36, 110, 160] are in agreement that ankle taping and bracing provide 
an effective means of reducing the impact of a forced and unanticipated inversion of the ankle by 
stimulation of a protective evertor response.  Others have advocated the need for pre-activation 
of the peroneal muscles through heightened intrinsic stiffness in order to minimize the effects of 
an ankle inversion mechanism[42, 63, 165].  In either case, it appears pre-contracted and strong 
evertors muscles are the most effective means of mounting an active muscular defense reaction 
to an unexpected ankle inversion[31, 42, 165].  Further, because these reactions are under 
supraspinal control, they may be potentially responsive to training. 
5.4.  Clinical Implications 
 This study demonstrated that a lace-up and semi-rigid brace was more effective than 
taping in stimulating peripheral afferent receptors to generate a faster dynamic restraint response 
during a demanding task and in response to a functional perturbation.  Ankle taping and bracing, 
for the purpose of preventing ankle injuries, have been used by sports medicine clinicians for 
decades and is perhaps the skill most commonly associated with the Certified Athletic Trainer.  
During the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, various types of soft and semi-rigid ankle braces were 
introduced as an alternative to traditional ankle taping.  Since that time, studies conducted 
comparing taping and bracing have largely focused on a number performance variables, while 
only recently has more evidence been introduced that demonstrates their ability to influence 
proprioception.  It seems apparent, however, that despite widespread use and years of research 
investigating the effectiveness of these treatments that neither is definitively capable of 
preventing injury[18].  On the other hand, a wealth of knowledge exists which demonstrates both 
taping and bracing may be effective in reducing the impact of a sudden and unexpected inversion 
of the ankle.  Data from many of these investigations have been challenged based on study 
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 design and an inability to generalize the results to the larger population outside of the sample set.  
While no conclusive evidence has been provided to date which identifies the most effective 
mode of ankle support, it is clear that some form of protection is better than none in minimizing 
ankle injuries.   
 As such, it may be of value to examine the findings of a study in which the effectiveness 
of ankle taping and bracing were compared using calculations for numbers-needed-to-treat 
(NNT) and cost-benefit ratio (CBR).  Olmsted et al.[166] examined many of the previously 
published reports comparing the effectiveness of ankle taping and bracing and established the 
value for NNT (number of treatments necessary to prevent one ankle injury) and CBR for three 
of the more widely referenced studies in the area of ankle taping and bracing injury prevention.  
These studies were selected based on the fact that they were randomized clinical trials in which a 
control group was included.  These researchers determined that bracing the ankle over the course 
of an entire competitive season is roughly 3 times more cost effective than taping.  To illustrate 
this, in one of the studies examined[49], it was determined that to tape both ankles of intramural 
basketball participants over the course of a season would cost nearly $6100.00.  To brace this 
same group would cost roughly $1900.00.  In addition, these calculations did not factor in the 
time spent by the clinician to apply the ankle tape or the percentage of the clinician’s salary 
representative of this time[166]. 
 It does not appear that the elimination of ankle taping is likely to occur at any point in the 
future.  From the athlete’s perspective, this is still a popular choice for ankle support, particularly 
when taking into account comfort.  From the clinician’s perspective, there are many useful 
adjuncts of ankle taping that a brace alone cannot provide.  For these reasons, it is logical to 
suggest that ankle taping is a useful tool in reducing the incidence of lateral ankle sprains.  Ankle 
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 bracing has been shown to be equally as effective in reducing the incidence of ankle injuries and 
based on clinical research, including the findings reported in this study, it appears to be superior 
to taping as a means of minimizing the effects of an sudden and unexpected inversion 
mechanism. 
5.5. Limitations 
 
 As mentioned in an earlier section, a measurement of the magnitude of the peak torque 
value may have been more useful than was the time to peak torque, for comparison’s sake to 
previously published investigations.  However, because of the window in which this peak torque 
was measured, it is not likely that this information would have shed any additional light on the 
effectiveness of the tape or braces since the torque produced in this short period of time would 
not likely be enough to afford the ankle any significant stability.   
 A determination of the velocity of the perturbation was not made in this study.  This 
along with kinematic data would have permitted the calculation of angular velocity and 
deceleration of the subjects’ ankle as well as the behavior of each of the treatment conditions and 
which may have shed more light on the effectiveness of each of the interventions.   
5.6. Conclusions 
 
 Ankle sprains continue to be one of the most frequently suffered injuries in the athletic 
setting.  A tremendous amount of information currently exists in the literature which has 
examined the efficacy of ankle taping and bracing to prevent injury.  While no consensus has yet 
to be reached as to the most effective form of prophylaxis, it is apparent that some form of 
stabilization is preferred versus the unprotected ankle.  To date, much of the research has been 
conducted under static and quasi-static conditions that do not reflect the prevailing environment 
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 during an injury.  This study has introduced a unique form of instrumentation that enabled the 
performance of a functional task while also subjecting the subject to dynamic perturbation.  The 
dynamic task carried out in this study better replicates the conditions which often precipitate 
ankle injury.  The results indicate that the application of prophylactic ankle support may be 
beneficial in heightening the sensitivity of the dynamic defense mechanism of selected lower leg 
muscles, thus minimizing the effects of a rapid and unexpected inversion injury mechanism.  In 
particular, the lace-up and semi-rigid braces used in this study appeared to be the most effective 
in hastening the muscular responses observed during a dynamic perturbation.   
5.7. Future Research 
 
 While this study was able to more realistically assess the impact of external ankle support 
under conditions that reflect what occurs during typical functional activities, it would be 
interesting to investigate additional variables that might shed even greater light on the 
effectiveness of ankle taping and bracing.  In particular, the ability to measure the kinetic and 
kinematic characteristics of a dynamic task under various support conditions would be of clinical 
value in determining the form of prophylaxis that offers both the greatest mechanical effect along 
with the greatest motor control effect. 
 This study examined the effects of prophylactic ankle support in a single session using 
healthy subjects and in the absence of any fatiguing stimulus.  Future research with this model 
should also be coupled with other measures of proprioception and neuromuscular control and 
take into consideration the effect of fatigue to determine if this additional variable has any 
impact on the reaction time of the dynamic restraints under various braced and unbraced 
conditions.   
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  Finally, it will eventually be necessary to employ this same methodology using samples 
of subjects with diagnosed clinical and functional instability as well as those having undergone 
surgical repair to determine definitively if the results observed in this current study could be 
generalized to an injured population as well. 
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